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Summary

This study explores the effectiveness of black-and-white imagery in luxury brand

communications, specifically in influencing consumers’ perception of luxury in an

era of increased accessibility to luxury brands. We hypothesize that incorporating

black-and-white imagery into luxury brand visuals can effectively shape

consumers’ perception of luxury. Additionally, we propose that perceived brand

expertise mediates the relationship between black-and-white advertising and

perceived brand luxury, while examining the moderated mediation of brand

heritage salience.

An online experiment involving 145 adult participants was conducted using the

Qualtrics platform. Data analysis using STATA and SPSS provides compelling

evidence supporting the positive impact of black-and-white advertising on brand

luxury perception. The findings also emphasize the significance of perceived

brand expertise in shaping consumer perceptions of luxury brands.

Based on these findings, luxury goods marketers are advised to strategically

incorporate black-and-white visual imagery in brand communications to enhance

consumers’ perception of luxury. By leveraging the inherent associations of

black-and-white visuals, luxury brands can reinforce their image while

maintaining exclusivity and desirability in an increasingly accessible market.

This research highlights the potential of black-and-white visual imagery in luxury

brand communications. Further research is needed to explore the mechanisms

through which brand expertise perception and heritage salience influence the

relationship between black-and-white advertising and perceived brand luxury.

Additionally, examining the impact of black-and-white imagery across different

market segments can offer valuable insights for luxury brands’ communication

strategies.

Keywords: Visual marketing · Black-and-white advertising · Luxury brands ·

Brand attitude · Brand luxury perception · Brand expertise · Brand heritage
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1. Introduction

1.1. Background

Consumer perceptions of a brand play a crucial role in determining its success.

These perceptions contribute to the development of the brand’s personality (Batra

et al., 1993). Ultimately, brand personality is an integral part of the brand’s overall

equity, representing the strength of a brand in the marketplace (Aaker, 1992).

Thus, positive brand perceptions can indirectly enhance brand equity, making the

brand more valuable and influential in the eyes of consumers. Furthermore, in a

competitive market, brand perceptions help differentiate one brand from another.

They can create a distinct identity, setting the brand apart from competitors and

making it more memorable and recognizable for consumers (Schmitt, 1999; Sharp

& Dawes, 2001). Brand identity is shaped through the utilization of external cues

released by a company’s marketing endeavors (Wernerfelt, 1988). These cues may

encompass a variety of elements, such as brand names, product attributes, media

advertisements, logos, and package designs (Batra et al., 1993). Notably, people

form perceptions and make judgements about a brand within the first 90 seconds

of interaction (Singh, 2006). A significant portion of these evaluations, ranging

from 62% to 90%, is solely based on color (Lee et al., 2014).

When it comes to understanding and evaluating brand offerings, consumers

display a preference for visual information over verbal content (DelVecchio et al.,

2018). To adequately respond to this preference, marketers have increased the

amount of brand-related visual imagery and assets in their communication efforts

throughout media channels (Kane & Pear, 2016). In the latter, the prevalence of

color images has become the norm (Lee et al., 2014). However, amidst the

increasing marketing media clutter, marketers struggle to create distinct brand

identities that stand out from those of competitors, capture consumers’ attention

and engagement, and ultimately drive purchase decisions. Therefore, the question

arises: “In a marketing landscape dominated by color, can marketers utilize

black-and-white imagery to stir brand perceptions to a desirable direction?”

While color is undoubtedly powerful in marketing, black-and-white visuals are

not obsolete. Major luxury brands such as Dior, Prada, Givenchy, and Chanel have

traditionally shown a preference for black-and-white advertising (Wang et al.,

2022) (Appendix A). Such visuals are often used as an effective tool for brand
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storytelling, allowing marketers to craft narratives that evoke intrigue and allure.

By utilizing this monochrome pattern, brands convey a sense of rarity and

refinement, captivating the attention and imagination of consumers (Greenleaf,

2009). On Adforum, a renowned advertising database, approximately 17% of the

enumerated luxury print advertisements were in black-and-white between

2001-2018 (Wang et al., 2022).

1.2. Focus

With the increasing demand for luxury products in the marketplace and the rise of

digitalization in brand touchpoints, luxury brand managers must carefully

navigate the delicate balance between meeting this demand and preserving the

perceived exclusivity, uniqueness, and quality of their brands’ offerings (Tynan et

al., 2010). A luxury brand encompasses various qualities, and when consumers

assess its level of luxury, they sacrifice less salient qualities in favor of more

prominent ones (Vigneron & Johnson, 1999; 2004). In this situation, managers

need to emphasize specific qualities to maintain a desirable perception of luxury

for their brands.

Most luxury brands have a common brand image: they evoke a sense of

exclusivity and enjoy high perceived quality, through which they maintain sales

and customer loyalty (Phau & Prendergast, 2000). The traditional luxury business

model revolves around selling products that are distinguished by craftsmanship

and functional excellence (D’Arpizio et al., 2023). Thus, consumers purchase

luxury goods because they want high-quality products, exceptional service, and

“state-of-the-art” devices (Jeong, 2023). However, the growing luxury market

poses a challenge in striking a balance between preserving a distinct brand image

and capturing market share. After a severe decline in 2020 as a result of the

COVID-19 pandemic, the market rebounded to €1.15 trillion euros

(approximately $1.61 trillion dollars) in 2021 (D’Arpizio et al., 2023). Then, the

following year, it expanded by 19% - 21%. Despite expected recessionary

conditions in leading economies in 2023, the luxury market should continue to

expand: projections indicate that its consumer base will reach 500 million by

2030, compared to 400 million in 2020.

Moreover, a significant trend that is currently shaping the global luxury market is

the process of digitalization (Jeong, 2023). Online platforms have emerged as a
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complementary aspect to the traditional in-store experience, with consumers now

actively seeking information and engaging with brands through their online

channels (Berg et al., 2022). While the digitalization of touchpoints, such as

advertising on social media platforms, has contributed to market growth (Gu et

al., 2021) and brand equity (Godey et al., 2016), it has also added to the concerns

about exclusivity perception (Rios, 2016). Nonetheless, in the digital era, luxury

brands are presented with new opportunities to engage with their consumers while

staying true to their brand essence (Deloitte, 2022). Looking ahead to 2030, the

luxury goods market is expected to witness the emergence of novel activities,

many of which will be powered by emerging technologies. These activities may

encompass brand-related media content, including movies, music, and art, among

other possibilities.

All in all, the heightened accessibility of luxury brands has diminished the sense

of rarity and exclusivity associated with them (Park et al., 2020). In this thesis, as

part of our conceptual model, we explore whether brand managers should

highlight the brand’s expertise in order to uphold perceived brand luxury, [i.e.,

maintain the perceived exclusivity, uniqueness, and quality of their brand’s

offerings (Tynan et al., 2010)]. A key component of brand expertise perception,

perceived product quality, is significantly enhanced by black-and-white

advertising imagery (Hoyer et al., 1986). It can be further bolstered by placing

greater emphasis on the brand’s heritage, which is a prominent characteristic of

luxury brands (Vigneron & Johnson, 2004). As a result, in our research, we claim

that using black-and-white imagery, as part of a luxury brand’s visual

communications, can present a viable approach to effectively shape the perception

of luxury by exuding a sense of rarity and refinement (Greenleaf, 2009), as well as

timelessness and endurance (Zettl, 2013).

1.3. Problem Statement, Research Objectives, and Implications

Based on the previous discussion, we have formulated the following problem

statement that outlines the specific issues we intend to tackle in our research:

“We seek to ascertain whether black-and-white advertisement design positively

impacts brand luxury perception through the mediating role of brand expertise

perception and moderated mediation of brand heritage salience in the luxury
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goods sector. We further aim to establish whether brand luxury perception

positively impacts purchase intent.”

From this problem statement, in Table 1, we have extracted our broad research

objectives and particular sub-objectives.

Table 1. Research Objectives and Sub-Objectives

This research aims to offer valuable insights into how luxury brands can influence

consumer perceptions of their level of luxury by accentuating certain brand

qualities. This is highly pertinent for luxury brands that strive to distinguish

themselves from the mainstream consumer market by effectively utilizing new

brand-related media opportunities to engage with consumers, all the while

maintaining their brand identities. Further, the findings and implications of this

research give rise to important reflections about brand equity. Given that brand

perceptions exert an indirect influence on brand equity, favorable perceptions can

elevate the equity of luxury brands, rendering them more valuable and influential

in the eyes of consumers.

1.4. Thesis Layout

This thesis is structured in the following way: in the Literature Review section, we

first provide the theoretical background to classify our variables of interest and

understand their operating mechanisms. Then, we delve into the research
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conducted on these topics to make potentially relevant linkages. In the Hypotheses

Development section, we use the insights gained from the previous section to

formulate specific hypotheses that reflect our expected relationships between the

variables. Next, in Methodology, we offer a comprehensive account of our study’s

implementation, providing a description of the procedures followed and outlining

the steps taken to ensure the collected data was appropriately processed for

subsequent analysis and interpretation. Subsequently, in the Results section, we

present the testing of the hypotheses, while in the Discussion section, we delve

into a comprehensive discussion of the findings and consider their research and

strategic implications. In the final section, we discuss our study’s limitations and

offer directions for future research.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Theoretical Background

This initial section of our Literature Review provides the essential theoretical

foundation required to classify our variables of interest and understand their

potential interrelations. To begin with, we briefly discuss the advertising effects

on consumer behavior and the workings of human visual perception. We then

examine color as a visual stimulus and assess the differences in processing

demand between black-and-white and color stimuli. Through the exploration of

these topics, our objective is to cultivate an understanding that will guide our

research examination and enable us to draw potential connections between them.

2.1.1. Advertising Effects on Consumer Behavior

Stemming from the first formal AIDA model (Strong, 1925), “hierarchy of

effects” type models have examined how advertising impacts consumer beliefs,

attitudes, and purchasing decisions (Lavidge & Steiner, 1961). According to these

models, advertising effects are categorized as “intermediate,” such as those on

beliefs and attitudes, and “behavioral,” such as those on brand choice (Vakratsas

& Ambler, 1999). Intermediate effects imply that exposure to the advertising

stimulus has some mental effect [e.g., on communication, brand, and product

category beliefs and attitudes (Bloom et al., 1994)], prior to influencing behavior.

Hence, the cognitive, i.e., the “thinking” dimension, and affective, i.e., the

“feeling” dimension of a person’s response, make up the intermediate advertising
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effects (Vakratsas & Ambler, 1999). Meanwhile, purchasing and product usage

behavior, or changes to them, represent the behavioral effects of advertising.

2.1.2. The Workings of Visual Perception

Then, our investigation delved into the perception of visual stimuli and their

subsequent impact on individuals’ cognitive and affective processes. Research

suggests that visual stimuli are perceived both holistically (Ellis, 2013; Koffka,

2013) and in parts (Coren, 2003; Sekuler & Blake, 2002). However, even when

stimuli are processed in their entirety, their components can exert individual

effects on people’s cognition and affect (Sample et al., 2019). Initially, individuals

perceive the separate components of a stimulus by directing their attention to its

external physical attributes. The incorporation of additional components into the

stimulus provides a greater amount of visual information within the perceptual

field, leading to a complete scene, formed by the combination of various

components such as illuminance, shape, surface color, materiality, and location.

The process of receiving and representing stimuli in the brain involves the

activation of neurons along perceptual pathways, while an individual’s emotional

and physical states of being act as moderators in this process. Lastly, people

engage in the involved process of categorizing and evaluating the perceived

stimuli, the result of which ultimately serves as the cognitive and affective output.

2.1.3. Color as a Visual Stimulus

All visual stimuli that can be processed by the human perceptual system contain

color information (Elliot & Maier, 2014). The attributes of color are hue,

saturation, and lightness. Hue allows for color classification (Beck, 1972) and it

refers to its dominant wavelength in the electromagnetic visible spectrum

(Hagtvedt & Brasel, 2017). Saturation is the degree to which a perceived hue

deviates from a gray of the same lightness (Beck, 1972) and corresponds to the

purity of the color (Hagtvedt & Brasel, 2017), while lightness is the color’s range

from black to white (Sample et al., 2019).

Researchers have identified two activation-based dimensions that affect human

responses to color: the arousal and evaluative dimension (Crowley, 1993). The

arousal dimension, often associated with embodied meaning (Labrecque & Milne,

2012), elicits biological responses to color, such as increased brain activity and
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heart rate (Crowley, 1993). On the other hand, the evaluative dimension, similar to

referential meaning, triggers learned color associations derived from an

individual’s network of semantic connections (Labrecque et al., 2013).

Interestingly, both dimensions can operate without conscious intention. The

arousal dimension can evoke physiological responses without people being aware

of it (Elliot et al., 2007; Horcajo et al., 2010). Similarly, the evaluative dimension

activates learned color associations without conscious awareness (Elliot et al.,

2007).

Researchers have concluded that color exerts an automatic influence on people

(Elliot et al., 2007). It activates various concepts and motivations (Mehta & Zhu,

2009), communicating meaningful messages and associations, shaping

perceptions, and influencing consumer preferences (Zeltner, 1975). Consequently,

color plays a significant role in impacting people’s cognitive, affective, and

behavioral responses (Elliot et al., 2007; Meier et al., 2004; Page & Herr, 2002).

2.1.4. The Importance of Color in Marketing

Color plays a significant role in marketing because it has the ability to grab

consumers' attention, shape their perceptions, and provide them with cues about

product attributes (Labrecque et al., 2013; Schindler, 1986). Moreover, by

employing colors, a brand can establish a strong visual identity, thereby enhancing

brand recognition and differentiating itself from competitors (Labrecque et al.,

2013; Lightfoot & Gerstman, 1998).

Color has been widely recognized in the literature as a significant factor

influencing consumer perceptions of advertisements (Gorn et al., 1997). Within

the same context, early scholars have examined the effects of different color

attributes (hue, saturation, and lightness), finding that highly saturated colors

enhance memory retention for advertisements (Gorn et al., 1997; 2004; Labrecque

& Milne, 2012). Conversely, some researchers have argued that color, when

emphasizing secondary aspects of an advertisement, can divert consumers’

attention from crucial features such as the quality of the advertised product (Lee et

al., 2014). However, despite this potential distraction, the effectiveness of color in

conveying product quality remains, although its impact may differ across various

product categories (Lohse & Rosen, 2001). Consequently, it is important to
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acknowledge that the influence of color on the evaluation of advertised products is

context-dependent.

As visual stimuli, colors have the ability to evoke associations in memory based

on their referential meanings, highlighting the significance of using color in a

brand’s visual communications. For example, blue is commonly associated with

competence due to its connections with intelligence, trustworthiness, efficiency,

duty, and logic (Fraser & Banks, 2004; Mahnke, 1996; Wright, 1988). This

activation of relevant color associations, (e.g., reliability, intelligence, and

corporate image), plays a crucial role in shaping the perception of the brand’s

personality (e.g., competence) (Labrecque et al., 2013). The intrinsic meanings

associated with colors thus become an integral part of a brand’s identity,

contributing to brand recognition and effectively conveying the desired brand

image (Bottomley & Doyle, 2006).

While there has been extensive research on the influence of color on consumer

behavior, the examination of black-and-white imagery has been largely

overlooked. In an early study conducted by Meyers-Levy and Peracchio (1995),

the authors investigated the effects of full color, color-highlighted, and

black-and-white ads on consumer attitudes towards the advertised products. In

another study conducted by Labrecque et al. (2013), the researchers focused on

the influence of brand logos displayed in full color (versus grayscale) on brand

personality, familiarity, and likeability. However, despite these previous studies,

the impact of advertising design presented in black-and-white (versus color) on

brand perceptions remains unexplored.

2.1.5. Comparing the Processing Demands of Black-and-White Versus Color

As a visual stimulus, black-and-white has distinct characteristics that distinguish it

from color (Elliot & Maier, 2014). While the latter conveys information through

variations in hue, saturation, and lightness, black-and-white relies solely on

lightness variations (Hagtvedt & Brasel, 2017; Lee et al., 2014). The absence of

hue and saturation in it creates a simplified version of the color stimulus

(Greenleaf, 2009). This indicates that the impact of black-and-white on cognition,

affect, and subsequently behavior is likely different from that of color1.

1 This has not been formally tested, thus claims made by author Eric A. Greenleaf on this issue
remain speculative, necessitating scientific investigation.
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As stimuli become easier to process, viewers acquire greater cognitive resources,

allowing them to engage in higher-order processing or comparisons more

effectively. However, the question of whether black-and-white imagery is less or

more demanding to process compared to colored ones has generated arguments

from both perspectives. On the one hand, black-and-white images can be less

demanding due to reduced requirements for psychological resources, as the

absence of color leads to the decreased activity of color-processing cones in the

retina, resulting in less information being transmitted to the brain (Greenleaf,

2009). What’s more, black-and-white images emphasize contour and boundary

information, which facilitates attention to the form or shape of an object

(Arnheim, 1974; Davidoff, 1991). This suggests that processing black-and-white

uses up less cognitive resources as compared to color (Meyers-Levy & Peracchio,

1995).

On the other hand, black-and-white imagery may be more challenging to process

due to its novelty (Greenleaf, 2009). People are accustomed to seeing in color, so

black-and-white presents a new and potentially more difficult viewing experience

that demands greater processing and effortful interpretation. While the latter can

lead to higher cognitive load and lower fluency, more demanding tasks also

increase stimulation (Steenkamp & Baumgartner, 1992). Consequently, as

compared to colored images, black-and-white ones could evoke a deeper level of

processing and higher stimulation, which, in an advertising context, could lead to

heightened product preference and greater purchase intent (Greenleaf, 2009).

In any case, both arguments lend further support to the initial assertion that the

impact of black-and-white stimuli on cognition, affect, and potentially behavior is

distinct from that of color ones. However, this remains a supposition that requires

further scientific investigation.

2.1.6. Classifying Variables of Interest and Establishing Interrelations

This research focuses primarily on the influence of exposure to a black-and-white

advertisement design, (the stimulus), on the formation of brand perceptions, (the

output). Specifically, we are interested in exploring how the “thinking” dimension

of a person’s response, which falls under the intermediate advertising effects

category (MacInnis & Jaworski, 1989; Varkatas & Ambler, 1999) is affected. We

expect that this particular ad design will activate learned associations through
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referential meaning (Meyers-Levy & Zhu, 2010; Zeltner, 1975), thus influencing

viewers’ brand perceptions.

In this context, our variables of interest include brand luxury perception, brand

expertise perception, and brand heritage salience. We classify these variables as

brand beliefs, (employing the terms belief and perception interchangeably),

following Fishbein & Ajzen’s (1975) claims that:

(1) A belief is the information a person has about an object, and it connects the

object to a certain attribute;

(2) An individual forms beliefs about an object through direct observation,

information obtained through outside sources, and inference processes; and

(3) Beliefs based on direct observation can lead to the formation of new beliefs.

Such generated beliefs will lead to corresponding brand attitudes (i.e.,

evaluations) that influence purchasing behavior (Bloom et al., 1994). Our ultimate

(dependent) variable, purchase intent, thus aims to reflect the behavioral effects of

advertising.

2.2. Research on Brand Perceptions: Luxury, Expertise, and Heritage

The following section of our Literature Review delves into the extensive research

conducted on our variables of interest. Here, we focus on the intricate connections

between these variables and brand identity, examining the factors that shape them

and the areas of consumer behavior in which they have an impact. Furthermore,

we explore the role of marketing in driving these variables and the strategies that

can be employed to further influence them. By examining these topics, we aim to

gain a comprehensive understanding of the research landscape surrounding our

variables of interest and their implications for our study.

2.2.1. Brand Luxury Perception

Luxury brands have a distinctive approach to branding that is built upon several

important characteristics associated with luxury (Kapferer & Bastien, 2009).

These include high quality, premium pricing, uniqueness, and prestige (Hennigs et

al., 2013). To establish a strong brand identity and stand out from competitors,

luxury brands need to engage in marketing activities that evoke these attributes

(Phau & Prendergast, 2000).
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A luxury brand’s identity is shaped by various elements, namely premium pricing

(Keller, 2009), superior quality (Kapferer, 1997), and limited product availability.

These factors contribute to the brand’s distinctiveness, creating a sense of

exclusivity and prestige (Kapferer & Bastien, 2012; Wiedmann et al., 2009).

However, the decision-making process of luxury consumers is influenced not only

by social factors but also by their personal preferences (Wiedmann et al., 2009).

While the perceived social utility derived from owning luxury products, such as

displaying status, wealth, or prestige to gain recognition and admiration from

others, is important, personal inclinations also play a significant role in evaluating

luxury brands. These inclinations revolve around two key aspects: the ability of a

brand to provide functional and pleasurable benefits to consumers, and how well a

brand aligns with and reflects their personal identities and accomplishments.

In essence, luxury consumers consider both social and personal factors when

making decisions in luxury consumption. They seek branded products that not

only fulfill their desire for social recognition but also resonate with their

individual preferences and aspirations. As a result, luxury brands need to

communicate the value of luxury that aligns with consumer expectations and

perceptions in order to justify their higher prices (Zhang & Bloemer, 2008).

2.2.2. Brand Expertise Perception

Consumers often find themselves in a state of uncertainty regarding the quality of

a brand’s offerings due to limited access to information (Kirmani & Rao, 2000).

To mitigate the perceived risk associated with their purchase decisions, they rely

on their perceptions of a brand’s expertise (Pontes et al., 2017). This reliance

becomes especially important in situations where it is challenging to assess

product quality (Ghosh et al., 1995), such as during online shopping (Erdem et al.,

2002), or when there are significant consequences for making the wrong choice

(Jin et al., 2015). In such cases, brand managers can employ quality signals to

bridge the information gap and effectively communicate brand expertise

(Wernerfelt, 1988).

A brand is considered an expert when it consistently delivers high-quality

products and services that meet or exceed market expectations (Heath et al.,

2011). This consistency builds brand trust and confidence among consumers, as

they come to rely on the brand’s track record of excellence. Brand expertise can
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be further communicated through effective branding strategies that highlight the

brand’s values, mission, and commitment to quality (Baek et al., 2010; Jin et al.,

2015). Consistent messaging across various touchpoints, including advertising and

packaging, reinforces the brand’s image of expertise and builds consumer trust.

Indexical Cues, or attributes that provide consumers with evidence-based facts of

what a brand claims to be [e.g., “Made in” labels, (Morhart et al., 2015)], are

perfect examples. Offering consumers objective information, these signals

collectively enhance a brand’s perceived competence and capability (Carsana &

Jolibert, 2018).

Consumer beliefs about a brand’s knowledge and expertise in the industry lead to

higher brand satisfaction and increased brand loyalty (Sweeney & Swait, 2008).

When consumers perceive a brand as highly credible and knowledgeable, they are

more likely to develop a strong connection with it and become loyal brand

advocates. Moreover, consumers demonstrate a greater purchase intent and

willingness to pay a price premium when they perceive a brand as highly credible

(Jin et al., 2015). Brand credibility, which encompasses trustworthiness and

expertise (Erdem & Swait, 2004), is thus intrinsically linked to brand expertise

(Lafferty & Goldsmith, 1999; Wang & Yang, 2010).

In summary, brand expertise, as a component of brand credibility, can be

established through marketing techniques that enhance perceived competence and

capability. By consistently delivering high-quality products and services and

effectively communicating brand quality attributes, brands can establish

themselves as experts in their respective industries. This not only reduces

consumers' perceived risk but also positively influences their perceptions of

quality, purchase intent, and brand loyalty.

2.2.3. Brand Heritage Perception

Consumers place importance on a brand’s past (Brown et al., 2003; Orth & Gal,

2012) to such a degree that brand heritage is considered a dimension of brand

identity (Urde et al., 2007). The historical performance of a brand has a significant

impact on consumer perceptions of its current market performance, which, in turn,

influences consumer brand evaluations (Rose et al., 2016). Marketers can leverage

a brand’s track record, longevity, core values, symbols, and history (Urde et al.,

2007) through various communication techniques to impact its perceived heritage,
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conveying a sense of stability and longevity in the minds of consumers (Pecot et

al., 2019).

In marketing, brand heritage reinforces mental associations based on historical

references (Burghausen & Balmer, 2015). Notably, researchers have examined the

impact of brand heritage on product brands by incorporating its elements into

packaging (Orth et al., 2019), advertising (Rose et al., 2017), and other forms of

communication (Martino & Lovari, 2016). Perceived brand heritage can thus be

enhanced by using extrinsic brand cues (Zhang et al., 2019). At the product brand

level, symbols have been identified as a significant element of brand heritage,

capturing consumers’ attention more than other elements like core values and

history (Hakala et al., 2011). By incorporating them into visual and textual

elements, researchers have used symbols as cues to represent other dimensions of

brand heritage (e.g., Pecot & De Barnier, 2017). For example, in stories, brand

heritage becomes salient through textual elements, such as the date and location of

the brand’s foundation (Pfannes et al., 2021), its people, technology, and

“Omni-temporality” (Butcher & Pecot, 2022).

Brand heritage salience thus refers to the extent to which the brand’s historicity,

locality, tradition, and essence, as transmitted through communication activities

(Beverland et al., 2008), stands out in the minds of consumers (Pecot et al., 2019).

Emphasizing a brand's heritage not only helps differentiate it from competitors

(Urde et al., 2007) but also has a positive impact on purchase intent, particularly

among nostalgic consumers (Merchant et al., 2013). Multiple studies have

examined the relation between brand heritage and nostalgia (Testa et al., 2017;

Ford et al., 2018; Merchant & Rose, 2013), finding that brands can induce this

feeling by making their heritage more salient (Ford et al., 2018). Although brand

heritage is frequently linked with nostalgia (Testa et al., 2017), the former is

primarily derived from brand-related associations, while nostalgia is not (Pecot et

al., 2019). The latter is highly individual-specific, depending on an individual’s

nostalgia-proneness (Holbrook, 1993; Schindler & Holbrook, 2003). As a result,

brand managers are limited in their ability to influence brand-related nostalgia. In

the meantime, consumers that are unfamiliar with a brand can still determine

brand heritage without experiencing the feeling of nostalgia (Pecot et al., 2019).
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Overall, the communication of brand heritage has a positive impact on how

people perceive a brand (Pecot et al., 2018; Rose et al., 2016), leading to stronger

emotional connections (Merchant et al., 2013), increased brand trust (Balmer &

Greyser, 2006), and enhanced loyalty (Zeren & Kara, 2020). Moreover,

highlighting brand heritage has been found to enhance the perception of product

quality, enabling companies to charge higher prices (Pecot et al., 2018). Finally, in

general, brand heritage has been found to have a positive influence on purchase

intent (Rose et al., 2016).

3. Hypotheses Development

3.1. Black-and-White Advertisement Design and Brand Luxury Perception

Luxury brands value their exclusivity and strive to maintain a perceived

psychological distance from the mass-market (Park et al., 2020). This

psychological distance comprises several dimensions, namely, temporal distance

(now versus then), physical space (here versus there), social distance (us versus

them), and hypothetical distance (real versus imagined) (Trope & Liberman,

2010). These dimensions are interconnected, and an increase in any of them

enhances the perceived psychological distance.

Luxuriousness is often associated with abstract benefits such as inaccessibility and

elitism (Vigneron & Johnson, 2004), which further magnify the psychological

distance from the mass market. The consumption of luxury goods is driven by the

desire to elevate one’s social status and possess products that are exclusive to a

select group of individuals (Kapferer & Bastien, 2012), thereby increasing the

social distance between luxury and average consumers. As a result, the perception

of scarcity surrounding luxury goods increases the psychological distance

between luxury and mainstream brands (Kapferer, 2012).

The uniqueness and artistry of luxury brands may contribute to artificial social

segregation and fuel consumers’ aspirations to own luxury products (Javornik et

al., 2021; Kapferer & Valette-Florence, 2016; Phau & Prendergast, 2000). To

inspire consumers and cultivate their attraction, luxury brands use visual elements

in their advertising, enabling viewers to interpret the imagery more subjectively

and derive personal meanings (Amatulli et al., 2018). Color schemes, in particular,

play a crucial role in communicating the luxurious nature of a brand (Amatulli et
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al., 2020). Research suggests that due to the association with the “golden age” of

television and the currently limited availability of the medium, black-and-white

imagery can communicate a sense of rarity and refinement (Greenleaf, 2009).

Such images can also impact consumer perception by enhancing the sense of

brand creativity and artistry (Baetens, 2011).

Achromatic colors, specifically black-and-white, have a significant impact on

shaping social distance (Wang et al., 2022). When social distance increases,

individuals’ perception of stimuli often undergoes a transformation (Liberman et

al., 2007; Trope & Liberman, 2010), which implies that the effect of these images

on consumer perception is likely to vary from that of color (Greenleaf, 2009). In

addition, the use of color in visual imagery is associated with relatively modern

technology, so black-and-white visuals are perceived as more temporally distant,

evoking a connection to the past (Lee et al., 2014; 2017). Moreover, as the

viewer’s surroundings are colorful, experiencing black-and-white imagery

deviates from the usual perception of reality, creating a sense of detachment and

likely increasing hypothetical distance. As a result, researchers argue that

black-and-white is perceived as more psychologically distant than color (Stillman

et al., 2020).

Based on the preceding literature, we propose the following research hypothesis:

H1. As compared to individuals exposed to the color advertisement design, those

exposed to the black-and-white advertisement design have a higher brand luxury

perception.

3.2. Moderating Role of Brand Heritage Salience

Brand heritage is a typical situation of information asymmetry, in which brand

managers and consumers have different information regarding a brand’s heritage,

since the majority of corporate heritage is unknown to the general public (Keller

& Lehman, 2006). However, managers can bridge this information gap by

utilizing visual and textual elements in their advertising efforts to manipulate the

levels of heritage evident to the average consumer (Kirmani & Rao, 2000).

Brand heritage salience refers to how prominent the brand’s historicity, heritage,

locality, tradition, and essence (Beverland et al., 2008) are in the minds of

consumers (Pecot et al., 2019). A brand’s history of successful past performance
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impacts consumer perceptions regarding its current market performance, which in

turn influences brand evaluations (Rose et al., 2016). Research suggests that the

successful communication of brand heritage impacts consumer perceptions of the

brand’s stability and longevity (Pecot et al., 2019), factors that influence brand

credibility (Balmer, 2011), trustworthiness (Balmer & Greysen, 2006), and

expertise (Hudson & Balmer, 2013). Interestingly, the latter are all drivers of

brand expertise (Jin et al., 2015). Therefore, we hypothesize that the effortful

communication of brand heritage through textual elements, which leads to brand

heritage salience, impacts the relationship between the visual stimulus and the

perception of brand expertise.

Furthermore, brand heritage influences consumer perceptions of the brand’s

ability to deliver high quality products (Zeren & Kara, 2020; Moulard et al., 2016;

Desai et al., 2008). This leads to a higher perception of product quality, thereby

allowing firms to charge higher prices (Pecot et al., 2018). This is especially

important for luxury brands (Park et al., 2020), which strive to establish their

identity through their superior quality (Kapferer, 1997) and premium prices

(Keller, 2009). In addition, brand heritage has been determined as a key

characteristic of luxury brands (Vigneron & Johnson, 2004). However, on the

other hand, luxury brands are combinations of multiple attributes, and consumers

will trade off less salient attributes for more salient ones when making evaluations

of a brand’s luxury level (Vigneron & Johnson, 1999; 2004). As a result,

leveraging the priming effect of heritage enables a luxury brand to effectively

communicate its capability to provide exceptional quality, thereby enhancing its

perceived level of luxury (Pecot et al., 2018).

Based on the preceding discussion, we propose the following research hypothesis:

H2. Brand heritage salience moderates the relationship between advertisement

design and brand expertise perception.

(a) As compared to individuals in the non-primed condition, those in the

primed condition exhibit a higher brand expertise perception.
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3.3. Mediating Role of Brand Expertise Perception

3.3.1. Black-and-White Advertisement Design and Brand Expertise Perception

According to signaling theory (Wernerfelt, 1988), consumer perceptions about the

firm's expertise are impacted through extrinsic cues or signals [e.g., brand names,

logos, product shapes, and colors (Warlop et al., 2005)] that consumers experience

by coming in contact with the brand’s advertising activities. We are interested in

investigating whether black-and-white imagery, as incorporated in a firm’s

advertising efforts, acts as an extrinsic cue that signals brand expertise to

consumers.

Firstly, the extent to which the properties of visual images communicate

descriptive concepts to viewers depends on ample processing (Peracchio &

Meyers-Levy, 2005). Greenleaf (2009) proposed that black-and-white (versus

color) images are more challenging to process, thereby eliciting thorough

processing and interpretation. Consecutively, black-and-white (versus color) ad

design may propel consumers to derive deeper meanings that influence their

interpretation of a brand’s identity (Bottomley & Doyle, 2006; Schmitt &

Simonson, 1997).

Secondly, people use the shape of objects to identify and understand their meaning

and functionality (Arnheim, 1974; Biederman, 1987; Biederman & Ju, 1988;

Lowe, 1984; Mapelli & Behrmann, 1997). Black-and-white imagery highlights

contour and boundary information, which facilitates attention to the form and

shape of an object, making smaller details less distinctive (Arnheim, 1969, 1974;

Davidoff, 1991; Greenleaf, 2009). Moreover, for consumers presented with

black-and-white (versus color) product imagery, primary and essential product

features carry greater significance than secondary and superficial features (Lee et

al., 2014). As a result, perceived product quality, which is a key driver of brand

expertise perception, is significantly enhanced by black-and-white advertising

imagery (Hoyer et al., 1986).

Thirdly, black-and-white has been found to convey timelessness and endurance

(Zettl, 2013). Timelessness, which refers to the brand’s ability to stay relevant

over time (Huaman-Ramirez et al., 2021), is closely related to the concept of

brand expertise, since they are both dependent on the brand’s consistent supply of

high-quality products and services. By definition, brand expertise is the brand’s
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capability to continuously deliver on its promises (Erdem & Swait, 2004). This

enables it to build a strong image, which in turn enhances the brand’s timelessness

(Kim et al., 2019). In the meantime, endurance refers to a brand’s capability to

maintain its market share (Huaman-Ramirez et al., 2021). Expert brands are

recognized for tailoring their products and services to satisfy the consumers’

functional and emotional needs, thereby maintaining their market relevance and

position (Patwardhan & Balasubramanian, 2011).

As a result, brands that can consistently maintain a timeless quality and endure

over time are perceived to have high brand expertise. Brands that use

black-and-white imagery in their advertising efforts may thus communicate brand

expertise by signaling timelessness and endurance.

3.3.2. Brand Expertise Perception and Brand Luxury Perception

Among other factors, a luxury brand’s superior quality establishes its identity

(Kapferer, 1997). Research has found that quality perception is an idiosyncratic

yet essential element that contributes to the formulation of luxury brand attitudes

(Kapferer & Bastien, 2012; Wiedmann et al., 2009). However, in situations where

consumers interact with unfamiliar brands or lack the ability to instantly judge the

quality of branded products (e.g., in online settings), they will often formulate

perceptions of the product’s quality (Ghosh et al., 1995) by relying on extrinsic

cues conveyed by the brand (Jin et al., 2015). Brands that are well-versed (i.e.,

experts) in their product category, on the other hand, are also associated with

products of superior quality. As a result, in the case of luxury brands with which

consumers are unfamiliar, the quality perception dimension, as a key component

of brand expertise, will partly or entirely drive a consumer’s perception of brand

luxury.

Based on the preceding literature, we propose the following research hypothesis:

H3. Brand expertise perception mediates the relationship between advertisement

design and brand luxury perception.

(a) As compared to individuals exposed to the color advertisement design,

those exposed to the black-and-white advertisement design have a higher

brand expertise perception.
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(b) Brand expertise perception has a positive impact on brand luxury

perception.

3.4. Brand Luxury Perception and Purchase Intent

A significant amount of research has been conducted on the topic of luxury goods

consumption, particularly with respect to the factors that affect consumer

intentions to purchase such products. Luxury goods satisfy both functional and

psychological needs (Vickers & Renand, 2003). However, following the symbolist

luxury perspective, researchers claim that in luxury, hedonic and social

motivations are more prevalent than in other retail and consumer service settings

(Husic & Cicic, 2009).

Extant research suggests that consumers display higher purchase intent towards

luxury as compared to non-luxury (Ho et al., 2022; Audrin et al., 2017). Even

when their functional benefits are identical, individuals who perceive the brand as

luxurious exhibit a more positive attitude towards the brand and higher purchase

intent (Audrin et al., 2017). This attitudinal discrepancy can be attributed to the

symbolic meanings of luxury (Vigneron & Johnson, 2004; Sung et al., 2015).

Since luxury goods are associated with indulgence and social status, they are more

desirable and aspirational (Vigneron & Johnson, 2004). This “desirability” factor

seems to apply to the brands themselves as well, as the mere perception of a brand

as luxurious is anticipated to enhance consumers’ intention to purchase (Audrin et

al., 2017).

According to signaling theory, consumers form brand perceptions and estimate the

functional and emotional benefits of products offered based on branded cues

(Wernerfelt, 1988). Given our proposition that the presence of black-and-white

imagery serves as an external signal indicating brand luxuriousness, we expect

that it will also enhance purchase intention.

Based on the preceding discussion, we propose the following research hypothesis:

H4. Brand luxury perception positively influences purchase intent, while

controlling for exposure to the black-and-white advertisement design.
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3.5. Conceptual Model

In Figure 1, we present a visual representation of the conceptual model that

captures the essence of our hypotheses development and outlines the key variables

and their interdependencies.

Figure 1. Conceptual Model

4. Methodology

In this section, we provide an overview of our study design, sampling and data

collection, stimulus selection and experimental procedure, and the specific

measurement scales employed to assess the variables of interest.

4.1. Study Design

To examine the effects of black-and-white advertisement design on the brand

luxury perception through the moderated mediation of brand heritage salience, we

conducted a 2 (advertisement design: black-and-white vs. color) × 2 (brand

heritage salience: primed vs. non-primed) between-subjects experimental design.

To analyze the proposed relationships, the quantitative data was collected in the

form of a standardized survey to generate findings that are representative of the

population (Saunders et al., 2003). In an attempt to investigate moderated

mediation, we hypothesize that the mediating effect of brand expertise perception

on the relationship between advertisement design and brand luxury perception is

moderated by brand heritage salience.

The advertisement design and brand heritage salience variables were

manipulated, and participants were randomly assigned into one of the four

experimental conditions, resulting from the combination of two levels of
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advertisement design (black-and-white vs. color) and two levels of brand heritage

salience (primed vs. non-primed).

In the black-and-white condition, participants viewed a black-and-white

advertisement featuring a men’s wristwatch, whereas in the color condition, they

were exposed to the same advertisement but in full color. Similar to all personal

items, watches serve as reflections of the owner's taste and social status; and in the

realm of luxury consumption, they are frequently employed as a means of

self-expression (Wang & Yamashita, 2018). In feature films and advertisements,

men who are prominently depicted wearing high-end wristwatches embody

symbols of elegance, success, and sophistication, thus establishing these items as

iconic accessories and universally recognized symbols. As a result, our decision to

use a men’s wristwatch as the visual for the advertisement aligns with our study

objectives and stems from our intention to appeal to a wider audience, while

minimizing differences in terms of gender-related product preferences.

In the condition where brand heritage salience is primed, the participants were

shown a short paragraph that highlighted the overall significance of heritage for

brands, which included a brief reference to color patterns and other extrinsic cues

utilized by brands to convey their historical background. In the condition where

the brand heritage salience is non-primed, participants were not provided with any

accompanying text but immediately exposed to the advertisement.

4.2. Validity

To ensure the viability of our findings and establish inferences about the expected

causal relationships, we designed the study to possess high internal, external, and

ecological validity (Malhotra & Dash, 2010).

Firstly, to enhance the internal validity of the experiment, we randomly assigned

participants to each condition, reducing potential biases and enabling us to control

for possible extraneous confounding variables. By ensuring that individuals in

each condition differed solely in terms of the treatment received, we were able to

attribute the observed changes in the dependent variable to the respective levels of

independent variables under consideration. The utilization of valid and

well-established scales, with a minimum Cronbach’s alpha value of 0.8, further

bolstered the reliability and accuracy of the measurements pertaining to the
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studied constructs (Malhotra & Dash, 2010). This confirmed that the variables

effectively represented the phenomena under investigation.

Secondly, to secure the external validity of the findings and make them applicable

to a wider population in various settings beyond the specific study context, we

ensured that the sample was representative by distributing the survey to

individuals irrespective of demographic backgrounds (Saunders et al., 2003).

Furthermore, we allocated the participants randomly to different conditions and

obtained a sample size with sufficient statistical power, enough to detect

meaningful relationships between the constructs.

Thirdly, to ensure ecological validity, we designed the experimental setting to

represent the natural environment in which the findings are to be applied. In our

study, we specifically designed an experiment where participants were presented

with an advertisement displayed on a screen of their choosing. To replicate

real-world conditions, respondents completed the survey in their own settings,

which resulted in variations based on device-specific characteristics and potential

external distractions. This approach aimed to capture a more realistic setting for

the participants.

4.3. Sampling and Data Collection

The data collection was conducted in the form of a standardized questionnaire

developed in Qualtrics and distributed online as a link, which respondents could

open on a device of their choice. Conducting a survey online allows colors to

appear more vibrant than they would in print, which in turn maximizes the hue

effect (Gorn et al., 2004). Such an approach makes the setting more natural for the

participants, since ad exposure most frequently happens virtually (Ha, 2008) and

the ad’s effectiveness depends on various factors such as screen brightness, screen

size, viewing angle, etc. (Bellman et al., 2009).

Participants were recruited through convenience sampling, which involved

sharing the survey link on social media platforms, as well as employing a

snowball sampling technique (Goodman, 1961), whereby participants were

encouraged to share the survey link with their own networks. To be eligible for the

survey completion, participants had to fulfill a minimum age requirement of 18.
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We utilized the G*Power software to determine the minimum sample size

required, thereby ensuring a sufficient statistical power of at least .80 to draw

generalizable conclusions from the collected data (Brysbaert, 2019). Based on our

manually inputted parameters, i.e., analysis of variance (ANOVA), an effect size

of .25, a significance level of α = 0.05, and statistical power of .80, the G*Power

software estimated 128 participants (32 for each condition) to be the minimum

sample size required to detect significant effects in the analyzed relationships.

Next, the STATA and SPSS statistical softwares were employed for the analysis of

the collected data.

4.4. Experimental Stimuli

To eliminate any preexisting brand perceptions among participants

(Chattopadhyay & Basu, 1990), we utilized a fictional brand by intentionally

excluding all branded elements from the ad visual (Figure 2). Consequently, the

development of brand perceptions in our experiment relied solely on the scenarios

to which the participants were exposed, allowing us to establish causal

relationships.

Figure 2. Ad Design Stimuli (Ad in Full Color on the Left; Ad in Black-and-White

on the Right)

Participants in the control group were exposed to an advertisement that

incorporated the colors of blue and black. On the one hand, blue is commonly

associated with competence due to its connections with intelligence,

trustworthiness, efficiency, duty, and logic (Fraser & Banks, 2004; Mahnke, 1996;

Wright, 1988). Consequently, this color choice also elicits perceptions of brand

expertise (Afzal et al., 2010). On the other hand, black expresses sophistication

and glamor (Fraser and Banks, 2004; Mahnke, 1996; Wright, 1988). It possesses a

strong and commanding presence, symbolizing power, stateliness, and dignity
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(Odbert et al., 1942; Wexner, 1954). Within the realm of fashion, black is

commonly linked to status, elegance, opulence, and dignity (Labrecque et al.,

2013). This is evident in various examples, such as black limousines, black tie

events, the iconic “little black dresses”, as well as the use of black in tuxedos and

suits.

Using the Adobe Photoshop software, we further adjusted the image’s colors to

have a higher saturation and lower lightness, as these components have been

shown to play an important role in predicting perceptions (D’Andrade & Egan,

1974; Gorn et al., 2004; Valdez & Mehrabian, 1994). Numerous studies have

established a correlation between both saturation and lightness with arousal,

suggesting that saturation positively influences arousal (Valdez & Mehrabian,

1994), while lightness exhibits a negative association with arousal (Gorn et al.,

1997; Valdez & Mehrabian, 1994). By enhancing the image’s saturation and

reducing its lightness, we expect that the color ad design will be more

“emotionally involving” and challenging for participants to process. The latter is

because these modifications impose higher demands on their cognitive resources

(Meyers-Levy & Peracchio, 1995). This will lead to heightened stimulation that is

likely to evoke a deeper level of processing (Steenkamp & Baumgartner, 1992).

Consequently, we assume that this effect may result in the formation of

perceptions associated with luxurious brands.

Participants in the treatment group were presented with the identical

advertisement, but in black-and-white format. To create an achromatic rendition

of the color advertisement, we modified the image by reducing the saturation to

zero (Hagtvedt & Brasel, 2017), while maintaining all other properties constant.

To evoke participants’ perceptions of brand heritage, we employed the text

priming technique (Pecot & De Barnier, 2017). Participants in the treatment group

read a passage underlining the significance of heritage for brands, emphasizing

how brands can shape consumers’ perceptions of heritage by utilizing extrinsic

cues, including distinct color patterns. The passage read as follows:

“Successful brands cherish their heritage. It defines their identity, culture,

and values. Brands can use it to tell their story and connect with customers

on a deep emotional level. To that purpose, heritage is often communicated

through the brand name, product attributes, advertising, color pattern,
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logo, and package design. Thus, brand heritage provides a unique selling

proposition that cannot be replicated by competitors. In addition, a brand's

heritage can help companies avoid repeating mistakes of the past,

contributing to their experience and expertise in the field. As a result, it is

not just a record of the past; it is a powerful tool for shaping the future.”

Conversely, the control group was not exposed to the passage. We deliberately

refrained from providing additional information about the advertised brand’s

personality or history to prevent dilution of the effects arising from brand heritage

cues and their anticipated amplification of brand expertise perception and,

consequently, perceived luxury of the brand.

4.5. Procedure

Participants accessed the experiment by clicking on a provided link (see Appendix

B for the full version of the questionnaire). To protect the anonymity and

confidentiality of the survey respondents, we implemented measures in Qualtrics

to prevent the linkage of sensitive data like names, email addresses, and IP

addresses to specific individuals. Before beginning the survey, participants were

presented with the study’s purpose, which was disguised to prevent participants

from becoming aware of the study’s hypotheses and avoid biased responses (Elliot

& Maier, 2014).

To adhere to GDPR regulations, we clearly communicated the study’s purpose of

data collection, emphasized the voluntary nature of participation, assured

participants of the confidentiality of their responses, provided our contact

information, and offered an option to withdraw from the study at any point

(GDPR, 2022). Participants confirmed their agreement with the study’s terms and

conditions and verified their legal age by completing a consent form. No options

were pre-selected, ensuring that we obtained active consent from all respondents.

Additionally, participants were informed that the survey would take about four

minutes to complete.

Individuals who agreed to participate were randomly assigned to one of the four

experimental conditions. Those in the primed brand heritage salience condition

were primed by reading a brief passage about the significant role of brand heritage

in a brand's success and how various external cues, including the color palette, can

communicate its heritage. They were then asked to evaluate the “interestingness”
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and “readability” of the text, shifting the focus away from the priming technique

employed and preventing speculation about the study's hypotheses. In the

non-primed brand heritage salience condition, respondents were not presented

with any textual information.

Next, all participants were informed that they would be viewing an advertisement

and encouraged to take as much time as needed to familiarize themselves with the

ad, since they would be asked questions about it in subsequent sections. To

capture sincere and unbiased responses, participants were not allowed to revisit

previous sections, ensuring that their answers were not influenced by later

questions. Then, all participants were presented with an advertisement showcasing

a men's wristwatch from a fictitious brand. The control group viewed the ad in full

color, while the treatment group viewed the black-and-white version of the same

ad.

In the following sections, participants were asked to rate their perceptions of the

brand by indicating their level of agreement or disagreement with statements

measuring brand luxuriousness, expertise, and heritage on a 5-point Likert scale

(1 = Strongly disagree, 5 = Strongly agree). An attention check question was

included, instructing participants to select the "Strongly disagree" response option.

Those who failed to do so were excluded from the dataset. Finally, participants

were asked to indicate their purchase intent on a 6-point scale (0 = Extremely

unlikely, 5 = Extremely likely), based solely on their beliefs about the advertised

brand.

In a subsequent section, participants were asked about their personal beliefs

regarding whether a brand’s heritage impacts their perception of the brand’s

expertise. Since individuals (1) form beliefs about an object through direct

observation and inference processes and (2) beliefs based on direct observation

can lead to the formation of new beliefs (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975), these questions

would let us examine the potential differences in the effects of priming and ad

design on self-reported expertise beliefs and self-generated (measured) beliefs.

The remaining multiple-choice questions aimed to gather information about the

participants’ demographic characteristics, such as gender, age, income, and

ethnicity. To address a common methodological concern in color-based

experiments, specifically, the failure to exclude color-deficient respondents (Elliot
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& Maier, 2014), we concluded the survey by asking participants whether they

considered themselves color-blind. The question was placed at the end to prevent

any potential speculation about the hypotheses. In case of an affirmative response,

participants would be removed from the dataset, as the ability to differentiate

colors was considered essential for the reliability of our results.

4.6. Measurement Scales

This study investigates whether the black-and-white advertisement design (IV.1)

has a meaningful impact on brand luxury perception (DV.1), as mediated by

brand expertise perception (M). We further examine the moderating effect of

primed brand heritage salience (W) on the relationship between black-and-white

advertisement design and brand expertise perception. We ultimately study

whether brand luxury perception (IV.2) positively affects one’s purchase intent

(DV.2), when controlling for the black-and-white advertisement design. The

measurement scales used to examine the established relationships were derived

from the extant marketing literature. They exhibit high internal reliability,

indicating the consistency and accuracy of the items used in the study.

Advertisement Design

Respondents were randomly assigned to one of the two primary conditions, with

part of the sample exposed to the black-and-white ad design, and the remaining

part presented with the identical ad in full color. To account for condition

assignment, the dummy variable (0 = color, 1 = black-and-white) was created

during the data coding process to indicate to which ad design the participant had

been exposed.

Brand Luxury Perception

Incorporating Vigneron and Johnson’s (2004) Brand Luxury Index, we employed

a scale to assess variations in the perceived luxury of brands, taking into

consideration individual motivations for luxury consumption, such as hedonism

and extended-self motives, along with factors like brand conspicuousness,

uniqueness, and quality. The scale aims to measure the overall perception of

luxury, comprising a total of 20 items that exhibit high internal consistency (α >

0.86). Each item was measured on the 5-point Likert scale with standardized

answer options ranging from ‘Strongly disagree’ to ‘Strongly agree.’A

comprehensive overview of each item is included in Table 2.
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Perceived Brand Expertise

Despite the importance of brand expertise for marketing success, there is a lack of

research on developing a reliable, valid, and generalizable scale to measure

expertise in a brand setting. Heath et al. (2011) used a self-reported measure that

asked participants about their perceptions of brand expertise, focusing on

indicators such as ability, competence, and reliability. These indicators resemble

Aaker’s (1997) brand personality dimension of competence, as part of which, one

of the facets is reliability. Heath et al. (2011) incorporated statements that

reflected positive responses and used Likert-type scales to capture the extent of

agreement or disagreement with each question. However, the specific questions

used were not made available. Similarly, Delgado-Ballester (2002) developed a

brand trust scale that includes the dimensions of brand reliability and brand

intentions, which align with the dimensions of brand capability: trustworthiness

and expertise. There is a high level of internal consistency between the items, with

α = 0.83.

Hence, we defined brand expertise, our model’s mediator, by the two underlying

concepts of capability and competence (Aaker, 1997; Heath et al., 2011). To

measure brand expertise, we used the scale developed by Delgado-Ballester

(2002) by adopting the 5 items measuring brand capability and Aaker’s (1997) 5

items measuring competence.

Brand Heritage Salience

The differences in brand heritage perception were examined in close connection

with the priming condition to which the participants were randomly assigned (0 =

no text priming, 1 = text priming). To measure the perceived brand heritage, we

adopted a scale developed by Pecot et al. (2019), which incorporated the stability,

longevity, and adaptability dimensions. The scale consisted of 10 items, measured

on a 5-point Likert scale (1 = Strongly disagree, 5 = Strongly agree). It

demonstrated high validity and robustness of measurement since the factors

employed in it were strongly representative of the measured construct, i.e.,

perceived brand heritage (Jöreskog’s ρ > 0.876).

Purchase Intent

The ultimate dependent variable of the study was measured by one 6-point

Likert-scale question about respondents’ likelihood of purchasing from the
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advertised brand (1 = Not at all likely, 5 = Extremely likely). The option of

choosing ‘0’ was included to accommodate participants' unwillingness to move

the slide bar in case of complete absence of desire to purchase.

Table 2. Summary of Employed Measurement Scales

5. Data Analysis
The following section provides an overview of data preparation, including data

cleaning and outlier handling. All the changes during the data preparation process

were carefully documented to ensure the transparency and replicability of the

subsequent analysis. The section also includes discussions on reliability and

balance checks, as well as the selection of methodology.
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5.1. Data Preparation

We obtained a total of 179 complete responses recorded in Qualtrics during the

data collection process. We identified specific criteria for response qualification,

namely, the response was to be included in the final dataset if an individual:

(1) Was above 18 years of age.

(2) Passed the attention check.

(3) Was not color blind, since the ability to experience the full color spectrum

was deemed essential for our study.

(4) Took a reasonable amount of time to complete the survey. If someone

finished the survey in less than a minute, it is possible they were not

paying attention or did not put much effort into giving meaningful

responses. If someone took a very long time to finish the survey, i.e.,

longer than 30 minutes, it could mean they were distracted, multitasking or

not fully engaged.

33 respondents failed to meet the response qualification criteria and were thus

removed from the dataset, resulting in a dataset of higher quality and accuracy

(Malhotra & Dash, 2010).

While our dataset did not contain any missing information, we identified four

outliers, namely IDs 101, 108, 124, and 132, which fell outside the general range

of the box plot including all the data points (see Figure 3).

Figure 3. Box Plot Showcasing Outliers

We conducted an inspection of these individuals’ response patterns to verify the

consistency of entries (Malhotra & Dash, 2010). Based on their consistent and
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coherent response patterns, we retained IDs 101, 108, and 124, and removed 132

for the opposite reason. The sample was therefore finalized with a total of N=145

valid responses, with respondents 𝑁
1

= 34,  𝑁
2

= 39,  𝑁
3

= 35,  𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑁
4

= 37

in the respective conditions, where Condition 1 = Black-and-white and text

priming, Condition 2 = Color and text priming, Condition 3 = Black-and-white

and no text priming, Condition 4 = Color and no text priming. Notably, our

sample fulfills the previously established G*Power sample-size requirement of a

minimum of 128 respondents (with at least 32 respondents per condition). We also

created three dummy variables for Ad_design (0=color, 1=black-and-white),

Priming (0=no text priming, 1=text priming), and Gender (0=male, 1=female) to

represent these variables as binary values in the statistical analysis.

5.2. Reliability

Following the data preparation procedure, we computed Cronbach’s alpha to

perform an internal consistency check. This step let us assess the reliability of the

scales used in the survey and estimate the extent to which the items within those

scales measured the respective underlying concepts (Saunders et al., 2003). As

observed in Table 3, Cronbach’s alphas for brand luxury perception, brand

expertise perception, and perceived brand heritage indicated high internal

consistency of the scales, surpassing the satisfactory baseline α-value of 0.6

(Malhotra & Dash, 2010).

Table 3. Reliability Statistics for Computed Variables

Variable Cronbach’s
Alpha

No. of Items in
the Scale

Brand Luxury Perception .9000 10

Brand Expertise Perception .9048 20

Perceived Brand Heritage .8796 10

High alpha scores meant that the items measuring the same construct could be

aggregated into an averaged variable that represented these items collectively

(Malhotra & Dash, 2010). The responses were measured on the same 5-point

Likert scale with identical labels for response options for each question (Strongly

disagree-Strongly agree). Item direction was the same, with no reverse-coded

items. Fulfilling the above-stated requirements let us compute the mean of the
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series of items measuring luxury perception and label the new aggregated variable

Mean_luxury. We repeated the procedure for brand expertise perception and

perceived brand heritage, averaging the corresponding items to create

Mean_expertise and Mean_heritage, respectively.

5.3. Data Balance Checks

Before running any statistical tests, we ran Bartlett's test for homogeneity of

variances to check if variances were equal across all four conditions (Tables

C9-12). As observed in Table 4, the obtained p-values were highly insignificant at

5%, indicating that variances across the four conditions are constant. This meets

the assumption of equal variances or homoscedasticity, which assumes that

samples, even if from different populations, have the same variance (Malhotra &

Dash, 2010).

Table 4. Bartlett’s Equal Variances Test

Variable p-value

Gender .581

Age .367

Income .992

Ethnicity .164

Then, we tested whether the data was balanced and if there were any significant

differences between the baseline characteristics. We thus conducted a series of

independent t-tests to examine whether the population means differed among the

four conditions. To confirm the consistency of the findings, we replicated the

analysis by using a one-way ANOVA, Pearson’s Chi-squared test, and Fisher’s

test.

First, with N=70 participants in the black-and-white condition and N=75 in the

color condition, we had an approximately equal distribution of respondents. We

conducted a two-tailed t-test with equal variances for gender by ad design (Table

C1). Since p = .1385 (> .05 = α), we retained the null hypothesis and concluded

that there were no statistically significant differences in the gender distribution

between the ad design conditions. We then repeated the same test for the other

demographic variables, namely age (p = .3432), income (p = .5764), and ethnicity

(p = .4719) (Tables C2-4). Due to the highly insignificant p-values, at α = .05, we
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retained the null hypothesis and concluded that there are no differences in age,

income, or ethnicity between the participants assigned to the two conditions that

could impair the generalizability of the results.

We applied the same procedure to check for any potential differences between the

priming conditions, where 0=no text priming and 1=text priming, with N=73

respondents assigned to the non-primed condition and 72 assigned to the primed

condition (Tables C5-8). The two-tailed t-tests with equal variances revealed no

difference in the mean age (p-value = .6474), income (p-value = .9687), and

ethnicity (p-value =.3687) between the two priming conditions. However, at α =

.05, gender appeared imbalanced with a significant p-value of .0140, with female

respondents slightly dominating the text priming condition. This can also be

observed in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Gender Distribution Across Priming Conditions

Afterwards, to provide additional information that supported the balance in the

dataset, we used one-way ANOVA (Tables C9-12), testing for significant

differences in the mean gender, age, income, and ethnicity of respondents between

the four conditions, the results of which are summarized in Table 5.

Table 5. Results from the One-Way ANOVA Tests

Variable df MS F p-value

Gender 3 .8213 2.91 .0366*

Age 3 .5711 .48 .6940
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Income 3 .4716 .11 .9570

Ethnicity 3 .8064 .96 .4146

Due to the highly insignificant p-values, at 5% significance, we retained the null

hypothesis and concluded that there were no differences in age, income, or

ethnicity between the participants assigned to the four conditions. However,

gender was significant with p = .0366 (< .05 = α). Therefore, in this case, we

rejected the null hypothesis and concluded that there are statistically significant

differences between the gender means. Moreover, the Tukey test indicated

significantly different gender means in Conditions 1 and 4, with a p-value of .024

(< .05 = α) (Table C13). We could further observe this by looking at the gender

distribution across all four conditions in Figure 5, in which male respondents

clearly dominated Condition 4.

Figure 5. Gender Distribution Across All Conditions

We acknowledge that t-test is mostly used for continuous data, however, to

account for the presence of discrete variables (Saunders et al., 2003), we

conducted a Chi-squared test based on the null hypothesis of similar distribution

(or frequency of distribution) for the categorical variables across the four

conditions (Tables C14-17). The variables’ p-values are summarized in Table 6.

Table 6. Pearson’s Chi-Squared Test

Variable p-value

Gender .148
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Age .550

Income .842

Ethnicity .470

Due to the highly insignificant p-values, at 5% significance, we retained the null

hypothesis and claimed that there was a similar frequency of distribution for the

demographic variables across the four conditions. As compared to the results of

the t-tests and ANOVA, those of the Pearson’s Chi-squared test suggested that

participants were distributed similarly across the conditions in terms of their

demographic backgrounds.

Finally, given the relatively small frequencies of data points in our dataset, we

conducted Fisher’s exact test, which examines whether a statistically significant

association exists between the categorical variables in small sample sizes (Tables

C18-21). The results were aligned with those of Pearson’s Chi-squared test,

indicating no significant differences among respondents across the four conditions

regarding their mean gender [p = .070 (>.05 = α)], mean age [p = .651 (>.05 = α)],

mean income [p = .840 (>.05 = α)], and mean ethnicity [p = .454 (>.05 = α)].

Overall, considering the random assignment of participants to the groups and the

equal distribution of most of the baseline characteristics, we concluded that the

dataset is mainly well-balanced.

5.4. Methodology Selection

In the following section, we test most of the hypotheses by running multiple linear

regressions. They will enable us to investigate the strength and direction of the

relationship between the dependent variable and one or more of the independent

variables and make predictions for the expected values of the dependent variable

(Malhotra & Dash, 2010). However, before we proceed with the regression

analysis, we considered some of its assumptions.

The normality assumption for multiple regression requires a normal distribution of

the residuals, or the error in the relationship between the independent variables

and the dependent variable in a regression model. It allows for the application of

several statistical methods and the importance of it lies in its impact on the

accuracy and validity of the statistical inferences and conclusions drawn from the
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data. To check for it, we plotted the distribution of the residuals in a histogram

chart and ran the Shapiro-Wilk test (STATA, 2010), finding that the residuals are

normally distributed.

In addition, the constant variance (or homoscedasticity) assumption surmises that

the variability of the residuals in a statistical model remains constant across all

levels of the predictor variables (Malhotra & Dash, 2010). It allows for accurate

estimation of the model parameters and valid inferences. To check for it, we ran

the Breusch-Pagan/Cook-Weisberg test (STATA, 2015), finding that the residuals

are distributed with equal variance. A comprehensive explanation of the process

for checking the fulfillment of the assumptions is provided in Section 6.2.1.

Finally, to test for mediation as part of the third hypothesis, we used Hayes’

(2017) PROCESS Macro tool on SPSS, which allowed us to observe the total,

direct, and indirect effects of advertisement design (X) on brand luxury perception

(Y) through brand expertise perception (M). In contrast to the four-step regression

procedure outlined by Baron and Kenny (1986), which is stated in terms of

descriptive non-zero coefficients, PROCESS Macro serves as a direct statistical

test for examining the mediation effect. Since the four-step approach is not

designed to test the statistical significance of the mediation effect (Wu & Zumbo,

2008), PROCESS Macro was most appropriate for our goal.

6. Results

6.1. Descriptive Statistics

To summarize the sample’s characteristics, we compute the descriptive statistics

(see Table D1 for the complete results). In the final dataset of 145 participants,

40% are male and 58.6% are female, with the remaining portion having opted for

the ‘Other’ option or chosen not to disclose their gender. Most of the participants

(77.2%) fall within the 18 to 34 age range, with limited representation from the

older age groups (see Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Sample Age Distribution

89.7% of participants chose to reveal their household’s level of income. While the

majority of participants fall within the lower income thresholds, higher income

levels are also represented, allowing us to compare sample subsets with different

income levels (see Figure 7). The sample contains a considerable proportion of

respondents (11.7%) with an annual income of $100,000 or above, letting us

capture any potential differences among individuals with fewer financial

constraints.

Figure 7. Sample Income Distribution

The majority of respondents (81.4%) are White/Caucasian, with very little

representation of Asian/Pacific Islander (4.8%), Hispanic (4.1%), and Multiple

Ethnicity (0.7%). 9% of the participants did not reveal their ethnicities.
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6.2. Hypothesis 1

With the first hypothesis, we are testing whether individuals exposed to the

black-and-white ad design have a higher brand luxury perception compared to

those exposed to the color ad design. We therefore run a linear regression with

Ad_design (0=color, 1=black-and-white) as the independent variable and

Mean_luxury as the dependent variable (Table E1). The relationship is denoted in

Equation (1), in which the marginal increase in Mean_luxury from seeing the

black-and-white ad design (as compared to the color condition) is captured by the

coefficient.β
1

(1)𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛_𝐿𝑢𝑥𝑢𝑟𝑦 =  β
0

+ β
1
𝐴𝑑_𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛 + ε

As expected, the black-and-white ad design has a positive and significant effect on

brand luxury perception, with and p<.01. The brand luxury perceptionβ
1

=. 2762

from seeing the color ad design is only captured by the constant β
0

= 3. 0997.

We plot the data as a boxplot to compare the average perceptions of brand luxury

across the two ad design conditions (see Figure 8), which further confirms that

individuals exposed to the black-and-white ad perceived the brand as more

luxurious as compared to those exposed to the color ad, with

and .𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛_𝐿𝑢𝑥𝑢𝑟𝑦
𝐵𝑊

= 3. 3736 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛_𝐿𝑢𝑥𝑢𝑟𝑦
𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟

= 3. 0687

Figure 8. Boxplot, Mean_luxury by Ad_design

However, the effect size of is relatively small and insufficient to lift theβ
1

participants’ perception from one category to the next, i.e., from ‘Neutral’ to
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‘Somewhat Agree.’ Participants exposed to the color ad fall into the ‘Neutral’

category of brand luxury perception, with (where𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛_𝐿𝑢𝑥𝑢𝑟𝑦
𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟

= 3. 0687 

3=Neutral). While those exposed to the black-and-white ad had a higher brand

luxury perception, with , they still fall into the𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛_𝐿𝑢𝑥𝑢𝑟𝑦
𝐵𝑊

=  3. 3736

‘Neutral’ category. Notably, if we had included more than 5 categories, we could

have observed incremental changes in the brand luxury perception between

participants exposed to the two ad conditions.

The model is statistically significant at 5% with p<.01; however, it has a small

explanatory power (R-squared=.0533). We deduce that ad design accounts for

5.33% of the variation in brand luxury perception, inferring that there are other

variables (not included in this model) that could explain the variation in the

dependent variable.

6.2.1. Assumptions Fulfillment

In addition, to check for the normality assumption fulfillment in the linear

regression, we plot the distribution of the residuals from Equation (1), which is

shown in Figure 9, and observe a normal (bell-shaped) distribution curve.

Figure 9. Distribution of Residuals

Afterwards, we run the Shapiro-Wilk test, which tests the null hypothesis that the

residuals are normally distributed. A highly insignificant p-value of p=0.929 (>.05

= α) (Table E2) makes us retain the null hypothesis and claim that the normality

assumption is fulfilled. In addition, to check for the constant variance (or no

heteroscedasticity) assumption fulfillment, we run the Breusch-Pagan /
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Cook-Weisberg test, which tests the null hypothesis that the residuals are

distributed with equal variance. A highly insignificant p-value of p=0.8991 (>.05

= α) (Table E3) allows us to retain the null hypothesis and claim that no

heteroscedasticity is present in the residuals, confirming that the constant variance

assumption is fulfilled.

6.2.2. Model Extension

To investigate whether the black-and-white ad design and the text priming

influence brand luxury perception, we extend the model by running a multiple

regression with Ad_design and Priming (0=no text priming, 1=text priming) as

independent variables and Mean_Luxury as the dependent variable. Equation (2)

represents the relationship, where the coefficient captures the marginal increaseβ
2

in Mean_Luxury resulting from the text priming (as compared to the no text

priming).

(2)𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛_𝐿𝑢𝑥𝑢𝑟𝑦 =  β
0

+ β
1
𝐴𝑑_𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛 + β

2
𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑔 + ε

The priming has an insignificant effect on brand luxury perception, with p-value

=.429 (>.05 = α) (Table E4). One possible explanation for this could be that the ad

design was more influential in shaping brand luxury perception than the priming

conditions. Therefore, we reject the supposition that black-and-white design and

priming collectively influence brand luxury perception.

6.2.3. State Contingencies

We then control for the gender (0=male, 1=female), age, income, and ethnicity

variables, as denoted in Equation (3).

𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛_𝐿𝑢𝑥𝑢𝑟𝑦 = β
0

+ β
1
𝐴𝑑_𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛 + β

2
𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 + β

3
𝐴𝑔𝑒

(3)+ β
4
𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒 + β

5
𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑛𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 + ε

At 5%, age was significant with p=.045 and beta coefficient =.1008, whichβ
3

implies that the influence of black-and-white ad design on brand luxury

perception is dependent on an individual’s age, i.e., as the age of the respondents

exposed to the black-and-white ad design increases, their perception of brand

luxury also tends to increase (Table E5). Meanwhile, gender (p=.089), income

(p=.425), and ethnicity (p=.645) were insignificant at 5%, which implies that the
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influence of black-and-white ad design on brand luxury perception is independent

of an individual’s gender, income, or ethnicity.

In conclusion, we found considerable evidence that in this sample, individuals

exposed to the black-and-white ad design have a higher brand luxury perception

compared to those exposed to the color ad design; therefore, we were able to

confirm Hypothesis 1.

6.3. Hypothesis 2

6.3.1. Setting up the Model

With the second hypothesis, we are testing whether brand heritage salience

moderates the relationship between ad design and brand expertise perception. We

further expect that individuals belonging to the primed condition will exhibit a

higher brand expertise perception than those in the non-primed condition. We

therefore run a linear regression with the advertised brand’s expertise perception

(Mean_Expertise) as the dependent variable and Ad_design (0=color,

1=black-and-white) and the brand’s perceived heritage (Mean_Heritage) as the

independent variables. The interaction variable (Interaction = Ad_design *

Mean_Heritage), serves as the moderator variable. We also control for the

priming effect by including Priming (0=no text priming, 1=text priming) as a

covariate variable (Table F1). The relationship is denoted in Equation (4).

𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛_𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑒 = β
0

+ β
1
𝐴𝑑_𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛 + β

2
𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛_𝐻𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒

(4)+ β
3
𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 + β

4
𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑔 + ε 

6.3.2. Assessing Self-Reported Brand Expertise Beliefs

Before comparing the potential differences in how primed and non-primed

individuals perceive the advertised brand in terms of its expertise, we first assess

their self-reported personal beliefs regarding the influence of brand heritage on

their brand expertise perception (Table F2). In Figure 10, we can visually observe

that the large majority of participants, throughout their assigned conditions,

generally reported that a brand’s heritage impacts their perceived brand expertise.
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Figure 10. Self-Reported Beliefs Across All Conditions

Note. Q14 asked: “In general, do you believe that a brand’s heritage influences
whether the brand is an expert in the field?”

However, since the question was asked to the participants towards the end of the

survey, the condition to which they had been assigned might have had an effect on

their self-reported beliefs. To account for the potential influence of both the

priming and the black-and-white ad design effects on the participants’ beliefs, we

run a multiple linear regression. In it, Expertise_Beliefs is the dependent (binary)

variable and Ad_Design and Priming are the independent variables. As denoted in

Equation (5), the coefficient captures the marginal increase in Expertise_Beliefsβ
1

resulting from the black-and-white ad design, (as compared to the color one),

while the coefficient captures that resulting from the text priming condition, (asβ
2

compared to the no text priming condition).

(5)𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑒_𝐵𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑓𝑠 = β
0

+ β
1
𝐴𝑑_𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛 + β

2
𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑔 + ε

At 5%, the black-and-white ad design (p=.855) and priming (p=.779) effects are

highly insignificant, which leads us to conclude that neither had any effects on the

participants’ self-reported brand expertise beliefs (Table F3). From this, we intend

to examine the potential differences in the effects of priming and ad design on

self-reported expertise beliefs and generated (measured) expertise beliefs

(Mean_Expertise). This will be formally tested later on as part of the regression

analysis (4).
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6.3.3. Checking if the Priming Worked

In continuation of Equation (5), we examine whether the extent of the

participants’ reported brand expertise beliefs (based on brand heritage beliefs)2

(ExpHer_Beliefs_Ext) is impacted by ad design and priming. We thus run another

multiple linear regression with ExpHer_Beliefs_Ext as the dependent variable and

Ad_design and Priming as the independent variables. As denoted in Equation (6),

the coefficient captures the marginal increase in ExpHer_Beliefs_Ext resultingβ
1

from the black-and-white ad design, as compared to the color one, while the β
2

coefficient captures that resulting from the text priming condition, as compared to

the no text priming condition.

(6)𝐸𝑥𝑝𝐻𝑒𝑟_𝐵𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑓𝑠_𝐸𝑥𝑡 = β
0

+ β
1
𝐴𝑑_𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛 + β

2
𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑔 + ε

At 5%, the black-and-white ad design (p=.258) is insignificant, while text priming

(p<.01) is highly significant with (Table F4). This indicates that theβ
2

=. 4409

marginal increase of .4409 in the dependent variable resulted from the text

priming condition, which suggests that the priming was successful in influencing

brand heritage salience(∆𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛_𝐸𝑥𝑝𝐻𝑒𝑟_𝐵𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑓𝑠_𝐸𝑥𝑡 ≃ 0. 44).

6.3.4. Testing the Hypothesis

We then proceed with the analysis of the initial regression (4). To reiterate: we run

a linear regression with the advertised brand’s expertise perception

(Mean_Expertise) as the dependent variable, while Ad_design and

Mean_Heritage are the independent variables, and Interaction is the moderator

variable. We also control for the priming effect by adding Priming as a covariate

variable (Table F1).

𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛_𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑒 = β
0

+ β
1
𝐴𝑑_𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛 + β

2
𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛_𝐻𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒

(4)+ β
3
𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 + β

4
𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑔 + ε

While the model (p-value<.01) is statistically significant, it has moderat

explanatory power (R-squared = .2752). Ad design is insignificant at 5% with a

p-value of .283, while the advertised brand’s perceived heritage (Mean_Heritage)

2 In Q15, we asked participants “To what extent do you believe that a brand’s heritage influences
whether the brand is an expert?” and measured their responses on a 1-5 Scale (1=Not at all, 5=A
great deal).
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is highly significant with p-value<.01 and . The latter indicates that theβ
2

=. 3458

marginal increase in the advertised brand’s expertise perception resulted from its

perceived heritage. In addition, the interaction term is highly insignificant with a

p-value of .207, which leads us to reject the moderation hypothesis. What’s more,

priming is also insignificant with p=.194, which means that the advertised brand’s

perceived expertise (Mean_Expertise) was independent of the priming condition.

A potential reason behind the insignificant ad design could be that, since

participants were presented with an unfamiliar brand, the chosen ad visual simply

was not enough to transmit brand expertise, which eroded the priming effect on

the advertised brand’s expertise perception. What’s more, the passage to which the

primed participants were exposed did not say much about the particular brand in

question, which might explain the insignificant effect of priming on brand

expertise perception.

However, given the highly significant impact of perceived brand heritage

(p-value<.01) on brand expertise perception, we propose that Mean_Heritage may

act as a potential mediator in the relationship between Ad_design and

Mean_Expertise.

6.4. Hypothesis 3

With the third hypothesis, we are testing whether brand expertise perception (M)

mediates the relationship between advertisement design (X) and brand luxury

perception (Y). We run a simple mediation analysis with PROCESS Macro

(Model 4) on SPSS (Hayes, 2017), with confidence level for all CIs in the output

at .95 and number of bootstrap samples for percentile bootstrap CIs at 1000. The

output is found in Table G1. The overall model is highly significant with

F(1,143)=9.19, p-value<.01 and beta coefficient .304, which further confirms that

black-and-white advertising design predicts brand luxury perception (Hypothesis

1). However, the model has a low explanatory power (R-squared=.06).

Then, we examine whether advertising design (X) predicts brand expertise

perception (M). With F(1, 143)=2.91, p=.089, at 10%, advertising design is

significant. However, in this case too, the model has a low explanatory power

(R-squared=.02). The beta coefficient =.1844 indicates that in our sample,

participants were positively influenced by the black-and-white ad design when
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evaluating the advertised brand’s expertise. Furthermore, when Ad_Design=1, the

average perception of brand expertise is higher compared to that when

Ad_Design=0 (M.Mean_Expertise | Color = 3.1613, M.Mean_Expertise | BW =

3.3457). Therefore, we claim that individuals exposed to the black-and-white ad

design had a higher brand expertise perception than those exposed to the color ad

design, thus confirming Hypothesis 3(a).

Afterwards, we examine whether brand expertise perception (M) predicts brand

luxury perception (Y). With F(1, 143)=19.26, p<.01, brand expertise perception is

highly significant. In this case, the model has a moderate explanatory power

(R-squared = .29). The beta coefficient is .41, which indicates that when

evaluating the advertised brand’s luxuriousness, individuals in our sample were

positively influenced by their generated beliefs about the brand’s expertise,

confirming Hypothesis 3(b). We also found that advertising design (X) is lessened

while predicting brand luxury perception (Y) with the mediator in the equation,

since the beta coefficient is .22 (less than the previous .304). This can be seen as

an indication of a potential mediating effect.

Lastly, we observe the total, direct, and indirect effects of advertisement design

(X) on brand luxury perception (Y). The indirect effect of advertisement design

(X) on brand luxury perception (Y) through brand expertise perception (M) is

.0846, but insignificant at 5%, given that the confidence interval includes zero

(BootLLCI = =-.0138 and BootULCI=.1982). However, when we rerun the

mediation analysis with confidence level at .90 (Table G2), the indirect effect

becomes significant, with the confidence intervals not including zero (BootLLCI

= .0029 and BootULCI = .1788). We thus claim that the proportion of the total

effect (.3049) of advertisement design (X) on brand luxury perception (Y) that

operates indirectly is 27.7%. Most of the effect (72.3%) is operated directly

through advertisement design. Figure 11 showcases the statistical model.
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Figure 11. The Statistical Model of Hypothesis 3.

Notes. *p<.10, **p<.05, ***p<.01

As a result, given the aforementioned results, we are cautious in confirming

Hypothesis 3 at α=.10.

6.5. Hypothesis 4

With the fourth hypothesis, we are testing whether brand luxury perception

positively influences purchase intent, when controlling for exposure to the

black-and-white ad design. First, to establish whether brand luxury perception

impacts our participants’ purchase intent, we run a linear regression with

Purchase_Intent as the dependent variable and brand luxury perception

(Mean_Luxury) as the independent variable. We also include ad design as an

additional independent variable in the model. As denoted in Equation (7), the β
1

coefficient captures the marginal change in purchase intent resulting from brand

luxury perception, while the coefficient captures that resulting from theβ
2

black-and-white ad design, as compared to the color ad design.

(7)𝑃𝑢𝑟𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒_𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡 = β
0

+ β
1
𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛_𝐿𝑢𝑥𝑢𝑟𝑦 + β

2
𝐴𝑑_𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛 + ε

At 5%, brand luxury perception is highly significant with p<.01 and =.7672,β
1

which indicates that a marginal increase of .7672 in purchase intent results from

brand luxury perception (Table H1). Moreover, ad design is also significant at 5%

with p-value=.015 and =.5223, which suggests that participants exposed to theβ
2

black-and-white ad design exhibited a higher purchase intent than those exposed

to the color ad design. However, the effect size is relatively small and insufficient

to lift the participants’ purchase intent from one category to the next, e.g., from

‘Somewhat unlikely’ to ‘Neither likely nor unlikely.’ Participants exposed to the

color ad design fall into the ‘Somewhat unlikely’ category of purchase intent, with

Mean_purchase_intent = 2.08, (where 2=Neither likely nor unlikely). While those

exposed to the black-and-white ad design expressed higher purchase intent with

Mean_purchase_intent = 2.81, they also fall into the ‘Neither likely nor unlikely’

category.
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Additionally, we extend the model to account for brand expertise perception as an

additional independent variable. As denoted in Equation (8), the coefficientβ
3

captures the marginal change in purchase intent resulting from brand expertise

perception.

𝑃𝑢𝑟𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒_𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡 = β
0

+ β
1
𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛_𝐿𝑢𝑥𝑢𝑟𝑦 + β

2
𝐴𝑑_𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛

(8)+ β
3
𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛_𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑒 + ε

Brand expertise perception is highly significant with p<.01 and = .7814, whichβ
3

indicates that a marginal increase of .7814 in purchase intent results from brand

expertise perception (Table H2). However, in this model, brand luxury perception

becomes insignificant at 5% with p-value=.064 and =.3541, which suggests thatβ
1

brand expertise perception might have had a larger influence on the participant’s

purchase intent than brand luxury perception.

In sum, there is enough statistical evidence for us to claim that for our sample’s

participants, brand luxury perception had a positive effect on their purchase intent

when controlling for the black-and-white ad design, thus supporting Hypothesis 4.

6.6. Summary of the Results

The results obtained in this section are showcased in Figure 12, which depicts the

strength and magnitude of the relationships between the variables in our

conceptual model.

Figure 12. The Conceptual Model, Post-Analysis

Notes. *p<.10, **p<.05, ***p<.01
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7. Discussion

The current study aimed to investigate the impact of black-and-white ad design on

shaping the perception of brand luxury while also exploring the mediating role of

the perceived expertise of said brand within this relationship. We further sought to

establish whether the influence of black-and-white imagery on the perception of

brand expertise varies across different levels of brand heritage salience.

Ultimately, we intended to examine whether the mere perception of a brand as

luxurious, regardless of its actual market standing, is a strong enough factor to

enhance consumers’ stated purchase intent towards the brand.

The findings provided support for most of the hypothesized relationships,

indicating that black-and-white ad design strongly contributes to shaping brand

luxury perception in consumers’ minds, and this effect is loosely mediated by the

perceived expertise of the brand in the field. The results of the present study

contribute to the field of visual marketing (Labrecque et al., 2013; Lee et al.,

2014; Pecot & De Barnier, 2017) by enriching the understanding of external

brand-controlled cues capable of communicating brand luxury. While prior

research has thoroughly covered the role of extrinsic cues in shaping brand

perceptions (Butcher & Pecot, 2022; Morhart et al., 2015; Pfannes et al., 2021;

Wernerfelt, 1988; Zhang et al., 2019), the current study sheds light on how brands

can enhance their luxuriousness in the eyes of the consumers by advertising in

black-and-white, thus narrowing the broader theoretical understanding of visual

elements in developing consumers’ brand perceptions to specific actionable

insights.

7.1. Key Findings

The first hypothesis proposed that compared to ads in full color, black-and-white

ad visuals heighten consumers’ perceptions of brand luxury. The findings of the

present study are consistent with extant research, which suggests that

black-and-white imagery induces a sense of rarity (Greenleaf, 2009) and brand

artistry (Baetens, 2011), qualities considered crucial for luxury brands (Kapferer

& Valette-Florence, 2016; Park et al., 2020; Vigneron & Johnson, 2004). Hence,

achromatic imagery can effectively communicate sophistication and exclusivity,

leading to an enhanced perception of brand luxury. Another stream of prior

research implies that incorporating black-and-white visuals in luxury brand
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communications is beneficial for creating a perceived distance between luxury

and mass-market brands (Lee et al., 2014: Park et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2022).

The results obtained in this study thus confirm the importance of visual elements,

particularly black-and-white ad design, in shaping consumers’ perception of brand

luxury.

The second hypothesis aimed to examine whether a deliberate emphasis on brand

heritage enhances perceived brand expertise. Specifically, we expected individuals

both (1) exposed to the black-and-white ad and (2) primed with brand heritage

cues to exert the highest brand expertise perception among all four experimental

conditions. Similar to Kirmani and Rao (2000), we demonstrated that advertising

visuals, in particular, textual elements, can alter the extent of brand heritage that is

apparent to the average consumer. We further confirmed Carsana and Jolibert’s

(2018) findings that brand heritage cues enhance the perceived competence and

capability of a brand, both of which constitute the main underlying components of

brand expertise. In line with the prior research claiming that brand heritage

impacts consumers’ brand perceptions (Desai et al., 2008; Moulard et al., 2016;

Vigneron & Johnson, 2004; Zeren & Kara, 2020), our findings revealed that

emphasizing a brand's heritage contributes to shaping the perception of brand

expertise.

However, in contrast to Warlop et al.'s (2005) claim that the color palette used in

brand communications as a stand-alone factor significantly impacts consumers’

perception of brand expertise, we failed to establish the causal relationship

between black-and-white imagery and perceived brand expertise. Our findings

further oppose the prior literature that suggests that black-and-white visuals

communicate timelessness and endurance (Zettl, 2013), the inherent components

of brand expertise (Erdem & Swait, 2004). The effect of black-and-white ad

visuals on brand expertise perception became negligible when we accounted for

brand heritage salience, suggesting that the colors used in ads affected perceived

brand expertise through brand heritage salience rather than directly. The obtained

findings thus led us to reject Hypothesis 2 and propose that brand heritage

salience serves as a mediator rather than a moderator. While unexpected, this

finding paves a potential pathway for further research, as discussed in the

following section.
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The data tentatively supports the third hypothesis, which aims to establish the

mediating effect of brand expertise perception on the relationship between

black-and-white ads and perceived brand luxuriousness. Hypothesis 3(a),

proposing that the black-and-white ad design directly influences brand expertise

perception, was not fully substantiated, with results being significant only at

α=.10. These findings contradict the prior research suggesting that

black-and-white imagery significantly enhances perceived product quality, a key

driver of brand expertise perception (Hoyer et al., 1986; Lee et al., 2014). The

underlying cause of such discrepancy may be due to the fact that black-and-white

imagery likely affects brand expertise through perceived brand heritage rather

than directly. Therefore, individuals exposed to black-and-white ads tend to

connect the brand to the past, thus forming a belief about its heritage and making

the brand more likely to be perceived as an expert. This mechanism is more

feasible, since consumers are unlikely to think that the brand is an expert simply

because it advertises in black-and-white.

In line with our expectations, the results strongly support Hypothesis 3(b),

claiming that perceived brand expertise positively influences brand luxury

perception. Wiedmann et al. (2009) also established that perceived superior

quality shapes luxury brand attitudes. In line with previous research (Kapferer,

1997; Kapferer & Bastien, 2012) we also found that quality perception, as a key

driver of perceived brand expertise, positively impacts consumers’ brand luxury

perception. When consumers perceive a brand as highly knowledgeable and

competent, i.e., an expert, they are more likely to associate it with luxury, and the

visual cues provided by black-and-white ads (when coupled with those of brand

heritage salience) further reinforce this perception.

Finally, we found substantial evidence to support the fourth hypothesis,

suggesting that consumers exert higher intent to purchase when they perceive the

brand as luxurious. A great body of literature suggests that consumers tend to be

more willing to purchase luxury goods as compared to their non-luxury

counterparts, even when both offer identical functional benefits (Audrin et al.,

2017; Ho et al., 2022). We thus confirm prior findings in the field and establish

that the mere perception of the brand as luxurious, regardless of it being one, can

increase consumers’ purchase intention.
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7.2. Theoretical Implications

The outlined findings contribute to the existing body of literature in several

important ways. The present study underscores the importance of black-and-white

advertisements as a means to enhance brand luxury perception, roughly mediated

by perceived brand expertise. First, by providing empirical support for the

majority of hypothesized relationships, we validate and reinforce previous

research suggesting that visual cues influence consumer brand perceptions and

attitudes (Batra et al., 1993; Wernerfelt, 1988) and that consumer perceptions

shaped by black-and-white images differ from those of color (Greenleaf, 2009).

Specifically, our findings align with and further confirm previous research

claiming that black-and-white ads have a significant impact on forming brand

luxury perception (Lee et al., 2014; Stillman et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2022). On a

large scale, this enriches the extant research by further substantiating the

important role of visual cues in manipulating brand perceptions (Morhart et al.,

2015; Wernerfelt, 1988; Zhang et al., 2019).

We further underscore the importance of perceived brand expertise in forming

luxury brand associations (Kapferer & Bastien, 2012; Wiedmann et al., 2009),

therefore highlighting the multifaceted nature of brand luxury, with brand

expertise as a key component. The results also indicate that brand heritage

salience may likely take the role of a mediator rather than a moderator, thereby

challenging previous assumptions.

Finally, we corroborate the extant research suggesting the importance of perceived

brand luxury in driving consumers’ purchase intent (Audrin et al., 2017; Ho et al.,

2022). We further establish the symbolic nature of luxury in shaping brand beliefs

(Vigneron & Johnson, 2004), as the current study was conducted using a fictional

brand, thus restricting participants from assessing the brand’s qualities directly

and making them rely solely on their perceptions of the advertised brand. To

conclude, individuals who perceived the brand as more luxurious, irrespective of

it being one, were more willing to purchase from it. This holds for individuals

exposed to black-and-white ad visuals, as those participants exerted a consistently

higher purchase intent compared to respondents who viewed the ad in full color.

Overall, the current research contributes to the existing literature by advancing the

understanding of how black-and-white visual cues, brand heritage, and brand
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expertise collectively influence brand luxury perception. This study also offers

valuable actionable insights for marketers, as discussed in the following section.

7.3. Managerial Implications

The results of the current study have several practical implications for luxury

brand managers seeking to increase the perceived luxuriousness of their brands.

First and foremost, the findings suggest that marketers can leverage

black-and-white imagery in advertising campaigns to enhance consumers’

perception of brand luxury. This might be especially relevant for new market

entrants in the luxury goods sector who lack a long brand history and thus solely

rely on visual marketing to communicate the brand’s superiority. Marketers can

therefore leverage the associations of sophistication and exclusivity linked to

black-and-white imagery to create an aura of rarity and elitism surrounding their

brands, in turn creating a perception of luxury.

Since brand expertise is a key contributing factor in luxury perception formation,

highlighting a brand's knowledge, competence, and expertise in the field is an

effective strategy to enhance the effect of black-and-white ads on perceived brand

luxury. Furthermore, although brand heritage did not directly moderate the

relationship between black-and-white ads and perceived brand expertise, the

analysis shows that brand heritage can still be crucial in influencing brand luxury

formation, possibly in the form of a mediator. Therefore, brands should leverage

their heritage by communicating it via salient cues across various consumer

touchpoints, including advertising and packaging.

This marketing approach should be complemented with consistent messaging that

highlights the values and mission the brand stands for and its commitment to

quality (Baek et al., 2010; Jin et al., 2015). The brand can further influence its

perceived expertise via tailored branded communications by incorporating visual

elements such as the date and location of the brand’s foundation (Pfannes et al.,

2021), evolution of the brand’s logo and specific fonts (Henderson et al., 2004),

and its technology and people (Pfannes et al., 2021) in the brand’s advertising.

Emphasizing brand heritage can enhance perceived brand expertise, thus

reinforcing the relationship between black-and-white ad visuals and luxury

associations.
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Moreover, marketers can benefit from designing black-and-white advertisement

campaigns to target audiences most receptive to this advertising approach. As

demonstrated in our Results section, participants in the older age groups rely more

heavily on the ad design when evaluating the luxuriousness of the brand than the

average respondent. Hence, it is probable that this specific advertising campaign

will achieve greater success when targeting older market segments.

It is important to note that these strategic recommendations should be considered

in conjunction with other marketing strategies, such as superior customer service,

personalized communications, premium pricing, elegant packaging, exclusive

distribution channels, and the overall emphasis on exclusivity and craftsmanship,

which altogether reinforce the desired luxury perception and contribute to

maintaining a consistent brand image. By implementing these tactics, marketers

can capitalize on the current findings and cultivate a strong luxury perception of

the brand, stimulate purchase intent, and ultimately strengthen the brand's equity

in the competitive luxury market.

8. Limitations and Further Research

In spite of this study’s contributions, it is important to acknowledge its limitations.

The latter open up opportunities for future research, which are addressed in this

section.

As part of the experimental stimuli, in the color condition, we exposed

participants to an advertisement that incorporated the color blue. We adjusted the

image’s colors to have a higher saturation and lower lightness, since these

components play an important role in influencing arousal (Gorn et al., 1997;

Valdez & Mehrabian, 1994) and predicting perceptions (D’Andrade & Egan,

1974; Gorn et al., 2004; Valdez & Mehrabian, 1994). However, the presence of

this particular color in the advertisement poses certain limitations. Studies have

shown that blue increases relaxation and calmness feelings compared to the other

colors (AL-Ayash et al., 2015), which might have subdued the effect of the

increased saturation. Therefore, it is uncertain whether the black-and-white ad

design enhanced the perception of luxury, or if the color choice (blue) in the color

ad design reduced the perception of luxury relative to the other condition by

reducing arousal. In future studies, researchers can explore different color choices,
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such as longer wavelength colors (e.g., red, orange) that are more stimulating than

shorter wavelength ones (e.g., blue, green), within the color ad design to examine

their impact on brand luxury perception. Moreover, we used Adobe Photoshop to

select colors based on the numerical values of color models; however, the lack of

calibration between software and monitors limits the effectiveness of this method

(Elliot & Maier, 2014). Another approach to be considered involves using a

spectrophotometer to create color stimuli, which offers accuracy and flexibility

across different formats. Lastly, we recommend that when employing these

methods, researchers also consider viewing angles and the potential individual

variability in color perception.

Another limitation of this study is the ad’s focus on a single luxury product

category, namely, luxury watches, that specifically targets a particular gender, (in

our case, men). This study can be further replicated by incorporating other luxury

product categories in the ad, such as men’s and women’s luxury fashion, leather

goods, jewelry, eyewear, cosmetics, and fragrances. Moreover, we failed to

present the experimental stimuli in a time-controlled manner, which can impact

the validity and reliability of the results (Elliot & Maier, 2014). To address this

limitation, researchers can replicate the survey in a way that requires respondents

to view the visual stimuli for a minimum (pre-established) time before proceeding

to the next question. This time-controlled approach will ensure that participants

have an adequate exposure duration to the stimuli, allowing for more accurate

assessments of their perceptions and minimizing potential biases.

In the survey formulation, we measured the participants’ responses on a 5-point

Likert scale with identical labels for response options for each question. This

choice prevented us from capturing minor differences in responses, especially in

the variables measuring brand luxury perception and purchase intent. By

incorporating a 7-point Likert scale, we could have effectively captured a greater

level of detail in participants’ varying degrees of agreement or disagreement. This

enhanced granularity would have allowed us to better identify and analyze

patterns and distinctions among the participants’ perceptions. Additionally, our

survey contained numerous questions measuring responses on a Likert scale, the

repetitive nature of which might have diluted the participants’ focus. While we

conducted an attention check to account for this possibility and excluded

participants who failed it, future studies can integrate Likert-scale items with
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open-ended questions to encourage participants to provide qualitative feedback or

elaborate on their responses. In addition, while categorical variables serve as a

good approximation of individuals’ perceptions, they do not fully capture nuances

or account for social desirability response bias (Saunders et al., 2003). Therefore,

researchers can consider conducting additional field studies to assess consumer

responses in real-world settings. In these studies, they can implement objective

measures, such as physiological responses (e.g., eye tracking or heart rate

measurements).

In recruiting our participants, we relied on the snowball sampling technique,

which may have compromised the representativeness of the results (Malhotra &

Dash, 2010). Also, we acknowledge that the sample size was rather small across

the four conditions. While this mere fact does not necessarily hinder the results, as

long as the sample is representative of the population (Saunders et al., 2003), our

sample consisted of a significant proportion of females (58.5%), with individuals

predominantly from the 25-34 age group (32.4%), the White/Caucasian ethnicity

group (81.4%), and the $0-19,999 income group (32.4%). In particular, the latter

aspect might have compromised the sample’s representativeness, as luxury goods

producers claim that their customer base primarily consists of individuals from the

upper-income class (Husic & Cicic, 2009). Consequently, replicating the study

with a more diverse and representative sample could enhance the external validity

and generalizability of the findings.

In our analysis, we focused on the influence of black-and-white ad design as the

primary factor in shaping brand luxury perception. We then expanded our model

to incorporate underlying drivers of luxury perceptions, specifically focusing on

brand expertise perception and heritage salience. However, these factors

accounted for a relatively small portion of the variation observed in brand luxury

perception. Hence, it is reasonable to conclude that there are likely other factors at

play, such as additional visual components within the advertisement, confounding

variables, and underlying drivers of luxury perception that could contribute to the

observed variations in the dependent variable.

Moreover, while we failed to gather enough statistical evidence for the moderation

effect of brand heritage salience on the relationship between ad design and brand

expertise perception, we found sound evidence that brand heritage salience
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positively and directly impacts brand expertise perception. Therefore, we suggest

that further research explore the potential mediating effect of brand heritage

salience on the relationship between ad design and brand expertise. Furthermore,

we observed significance (at α = .10) for the mediating effect of brand expertise

perception on the relationship between ad design and brand luxury perception.

However, we found strong evidence that brand expertise perception positively

impacts brand luxury perception. Therefore, further research could improve upon

this study by using advertising imagery that clearly transmits brand expertise. This

can be achieved by incorporating elements of brand heritage, e.g., date and

location of a brand’s foundation, images showcasing the brand's people,

technology, and Omni-temporality (Butcher & Pecot, 2022).

By addressing these limitations and incorporating the suggested

recommendations, future research can advance this study’s findings and provide a

more thorough understanding of how visual elements, in particular,

black-and-white, influence the formation of perceived brand luxury. This would

contribute to the knowledge expansion in the field of visual marketing, while

empowering luxury brand managers to make better-informed decisions regarding

the utilization of visual cues in their advertising campaigns.
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10. Appendices

Appendix A

Figure A.1. 70 Years of Dior

Note. From 70 Years of Dior, Captured By Peter Lindberg on the Streets of New

York [Photograph], by J. Moss, 2019.

Figure A.2. “A Stranger Calls”

Note. From Prada Holiday 2020 Campaign, Captured by Steven Meisel

[Photograph], by Prada Group, 2020.
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Figure A.3. Campaign: Givenchy SS18

Note. From Givenchy’s Teaser Campaign for the Debut Collection by Clare

Waight Keller, Captured by Steven Meisel, [Photograph], by HommeModel, 2018.

Figure A.4. Lily-Rose Depp for Chanel Cruise 2021

Note. From Lily-Rose Depp for Chanel Cruise 2021, Captured by Karim Sadli,

[Photograph], by The Fashionography, 2020.
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Appendix B

Figure B.1. Questionnaire

Block Measurement

Introduction &
Consent Form

Hi!
This survey is a part of the Master thesis research
conducted for BI Norwegian Business School. The purpose
of this study is to investigate how ads influence customer
brand perceptions. The survey will take approximately 4
minutes.

Your responses will be confidential, and we do not collect
identifying information such as your name, email address,
or IP address. We will only use your data confidentially and
in accordance with data protection legislation (the General
Data Protection and Personal Data Act).

If you have any questions about the research study, please
contact the MSc. students responsible for this research, Ms.
Nevis Veli (s2111686@bi.no) or Ms. Nataliia Savochkina
(s2111364@bi.no).

ELECTRONIC CONSENT: Please select your choice
below.
Clicking on the ‘Agree’ button below indicates that:

● You have read the above information.
● You voluntarily agree to participate.
● You are at least 18 years of age.

If you do not wish to participate in this study, please
decline participation by clicking on the ‘disagree’ button.

Scale: 0-1 (Disagree/Agree)

Condition 1 You will now read a short text about the importance of
heritage for brands. Please read it carefully as you will be
asked questions about it later.

TEXT: Successful brands cherish their heritage. It defines
their identity, culture, and values. Brands can use it to tell
their story and connect with customers on a deep emotional
level. To that purpose, heritage is often communicated
through the brand name, product attributes, advertising,
color pattern, logo, and package design. Thus, brand
heritage provides a unique selling proposition that cannot
be replicated by competitors. In addition, a brand's heritage
can help companies avoid repeating mistakes of the past,
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contributing to their experience and expertise in the field.
As a result, a brand's heritage is not just a record of the
past; it is a powerful tool for shaping the future.

Q1. How interesting did you find the text?

Q2. How easy to read was the text?

You will now see an advertisement for a consumer brand.
Please take the time to look at the advertisement, as it will
only be available to you once. You will then need to answer
questions related to your impressions of the brand.

After clicking ‘next,’ you cannot return to the previous
questions.

Condition 2 You will now read a short text about the importance of
heritage for brands. Please read it carefully as you will be
asked questions about it later.

TEXT: Successful brands cherish their heritage. It defines
their identity, culture, and values. Brands can use it to tell
their story and connect with customers on a deep emotional
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level. To that purpose, heritage is often communicated
through the brand name, product attributes, advertising,
color pattern, logo, and package design. Thus, brand
heritage provides a unique selling proposition that cannot
be replicated by competitors. In addition, a brand's heritage
can help companies avoid repeating mistakes of the past,
contributing to their experience and expertise in the field.
As a result, a brand's heritage is not just a record of the
past; it is a powerful tool for shaping the future.

Q1. How interesting did you find the text?

Q2. How easy to read was the text?

You will now see an advertisement for a consumer brand.
Please take the time to look at the advertisement, as it will
only be available to you once. You will then need to answer
questions related to your impressions of the brand.

After clicking ‘next,’ you cannot return to the previous
questions.
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Condition 3 You will now see an advertisement for a consumer brand.
Please take the time to look at the advertisement, as it will
only be available to you once. You will then need to answer
questions related to your impressions of the brand.

After clicking ‘next,’ you cannot return to the previous
questions.

Condition 4 You will now see an advertisement for a consumer brand.
Please take the time to look at the advertisement, as it will
only be available to you once. You will then need to answer
questions related to your impressions of the brand.

After clicking ‘next,’ you cannot return to the previous
questions.
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Variables Dimensions Main Questions

Brand luxury
perception

Conspicuousness Q3. To what extent do you agree with the following
statements?

● This is a conspicuous brand.
● This is an elitist brand.
● This is an extremely expensive brand.
● This is a brand for wealthy people.

Scale: 1-5 (Strongly disagree – Strongly agree)

Uniqueness Q4. To what extent do you agree with the following
statements?

● This is a very exclusive brand.
● This is a precious brand.
● This is a rare brand.
● This is a unique brand.

Scale: 1-5 (Strongly disagree – Strongly agree)

Quality Q5. To what extent do you agree with the following
statements?

● This is a brand that produces hand-made products.
● This is a luxurious brand.
● This is a best quality brand.
● This is a sophisticated brand.
● This is a superior brand.

Scale: 1-5 (Strongly disagree – Strongly agree)

Hedonism Q6. To what extent do you agree with the following
statements?

● This is an exquisite brand.
● This is a glamorous brand.
● This is a stunning brand.
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Scale: 1-5 (Strongly disagree – Strongly agree)

Extended self Q7. To what extent do you agree with the following
statements?

● This is a leading brand.
● This is a very powerful brand.
● This is a rewarding brand.
● This is a successful brand.

Scale: 1-5 (Strongly disagree – Strongly agree)

Brand
Expertise
Perception

Perceived
capability

Q8. To what extent do you agree with the following
statements?

● This brand will meet my expectations.
● I feel confidence in this brand.
● This brand will not disappoint me.
● Please select ‘strongly disagree’.
● This brand guarantees satisfaction.
● This is a capable brand.

Scale: 1-5 (Strongly disagree – Strongly agree)

Competence Q9. To what extent do you agree with the following
statements?

● This is a reliable brand.
● This is a responsible brand.
● This is a dependable brand.
● This is an efficient brand.
● This is a competent brand.

Scale: 1-5 (Strongly disagree – Strongly agree)

Brand
Heritage
Salience

Stability Q10. To what extent do you agree with the following
statements?

● This brand will never go out of fashion.
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● This brand is very continuous.
● This is a timeless brand.

Scale: 1-5 (Strongly disagree – Strongly agree)

Longevity Q11. To what extent do you agree with the following
statements?

● This is a brand that won’t disappear tomorrow.
● This brand exudes a sense of tradition.
● This brand reinforces and builds on long-held

traditions.
● This is a brand with roots.
● This brand has a strong link to the past.

Scale: 1-5 (Strongly disagree – Strongly agree)

Adaptability Q12. To what extent do you agree with the following
statements?

● This brand knows how to reinvent itself.
● This is a brand that renews itself.

Scale: 1-5 (Strongly disagree – Strongly agree)

Purchase
Intent

Q13. According to what you know or believe about the
advertised brand, how likely would you be to purchase
from it?

Self-reported
Beliefs

Q14. In general, do you believe that a brand’s heritage
influences whether the brand is an expert in the field?

Scale: 0-1 (No/Yes)
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Q15. To what extent do you believe that a brand’s heritage
influences whether the brand is an expert?

Demographics Q16. What is your gender?
● Male
● Female
● Other
● Prefer not to answer

Q17. What is your age?
● Below 18
● 18-24
● 25-34
● 35-44
● 45-54
● 55+

Q18.Which of the following best describes your
household’s annual income (after taxes) last year?

● $0 - $19,999
● $20,000 - $39,999
● $40,000 - $59,999
● $60,000 - $79,999
● $80,000 - $99,999
● $100,000+
● Prefer not to answer.

Q19.Which race or ethnicity best describes you?

● American Indian or Alaskan Native
● Asian / Pacific Islander
● Black or African American
● Hispanic
● White / Caucasian
● Multiple ethnicity / Other (please specify)
● Prefer not to answer.

Color Blindness Q20.Would you describe yourself as colorblind?

Scale: 0-1 (No/Yes)
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Appendix C

Balance Checks

Table C1. Two-Sample T-Test with Equal Variances, Gender by Ad_Design

Table C2. Two-Sample T-Test with Equal Variances, Age by Ad_Design
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Table C3. Two-Sample T-Test with Equal Variances, Income by Ad_Design

Table C4. Two-Sample T-Test with Equal Variances, Ethnicity by Ad_Design
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Table C5. Two-Sample T-Test with Equal Variances, Gender by Priming

Table C6. Two-Sample T-Test with Equal Variances, Age by Priming
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Table C7. Two-Sample T-Test with Equal Variances, Income by Priming

Table C8. Two-Sample T-Test with Equal Variances, Ethnicity by Priming
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Table C9. One-Way ANOVA Testing for Between Groups Differences in Mean

Gender

Table C10. One-Way ANOVA Testing for Between Groups Differences in Mean

Age
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Table C11. One-Way ANOVA Testing for Between Groups Differences in Mean

Income

Table C12. One-Way ANOVA Testing for Between Groups Differences in Mean

Ethnicity
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Table C13. Pairwise Comparisons of Means with Equal Variances (Tukey test)

Table C14. Chi-Squared Test: Gender
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Table C15. Chi-Squared Test: Age

Table C16. Chi-Squared Test: Income
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Table C17. Chi-Squared Test: Ethnicity

Table C18. Fisher’s Exact Test: Gender
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Table C19. Fisher’s Exact Test: Age

Table C20. Fisher’s Exact Test: Income
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Table C21. Fisher’s Exact Test: Ethnicity

Appendix D

Table D1. Descriptive Statistics

Factor Total Sample

n 145

Gender % Male 40%

% Female 58.6%

% Other 0.7%

% Prefer not to say 0.7%

Age 18-24 44.8%

25-34 32.4%
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35-44 9.7%

45-54 11%

55 or older 2.1%

Income $0-19,999 30.3%

$20,000-39,000 21.4%

$40,000-59,000 12.4%

$60,000-79,000 9.0%

$80,000-99,000 4.8%

$100,000 or higher 11.7%

Prefer not to answer 10.3%

Ethnicity Asian / Pacific Islander 4.8%

Hispanic 4.1%

White / Caucasian 81.4%

Multiple Ethnicity 0.7%

Prefer not to answer 9%
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Appendix E

Hypothesis 1

Table E1. Regression of Mean_Luxury onto Ad_Design

Table E2. Shapiro-Wilk Test for Normality of Residuals Distribution

Table E3. Breusch-Pagan/Cook-Weisberg Test for Constant Variance
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Table E4. Regression of Mean_Luxury onto Ad_Design and Priming

Table E5. Regression of Mean_Luxury onto Ad_Design, Gender, Age, Income, and
Ethnicity

Appendix F
Hypothesis 2

Table F1. Testing the Moderation Effect of Mean_Heritage
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Table F2. Self-Reported Beliefs on Brand Expertise Perception, sorted by

Condition
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Table F3. Regression of Expertise_Belief onto Ad_Design and Priming

Table F4. Regression of Expertise_Belief_Extent onto Ad_Design and Priming
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Appendix G

Hypothesis 3

Table G1. Output from PROCESS Macro (Model 4) on SPSS with confidence level
for all confidence intervals in output at .95.

Model : 4
Y : M_lux
X : Ad_des
M : M_exp

Sample
Size: 145

OUTCOME VARIABLE:
M_exp

Model Summary
R R-sq MSE F df1 df2 p

.1414 .0200 .4218 2.9185 1.0000 143.0000 .0897

Model
coeff se t p LLCI ULCI

constant 3.1613 .0750 42.1569 .0000 3.0131 3.3096
Ad_des .1844 .1079 1.7084 .0897 -.0290 .3977

Standardized coefficients
coeff

Ad_des .2820

******************************************************************
********
OUTCOME VARIABLE:
M_lux

Model Summary
R R-sq MSE F df1 df2 p

.5368 .2881 .2794 28.7353 2.0000 142.0000 .0000

Model
coeff se t p LLCI ULCI

constant 1.6186 .2236 7.2376 .0000 1.1765 2.0607
Ad_des .2203 .0887 2.4832 .0142 .0449 .3957
M_exp .4587 .0681 6.7395 .0000 .3241 .5932

Standardized coefficients
coeff

Ad_des .3542
M_exp .4820
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************************** TOTAL EFFECT MODEL
****************************
OUTCOME VARIABLE:
M_lux

Model Summary
R R-sq MSE F df1 df2 p

.2458 .0604 .3661 9.1934 1.0000 143.0000 .0029

Model
coeff se t p LLCI ULCI

constant 3.0687 .0699 43.9197 .0000 2.9306 3.2068
Ad_des .3049 .1006 3.0321 .0029 .1061 .5037

Standardized coefficients
coeff

Ad_des .4901

************** TOTAL, DIRECT, AND INDIRECT EFFECTS OF X ON Y
**************

Total effect of X on Y
Effect se t p LLCI ULCI c_ps
.3049 .1006 3.0321 .0029 .1061 .5037 .4901

Direct effect of X on Y
Effect se t p LLCI ULCI c'_ps
.2203 .0887 2.4832 .0142 .0449 .3957 .3542

Indirect effect(s) of X on Y:
Effect BootSE BootLLCI BootULCI

M_exp .0846 .0535 -.0133 .1964

Partially standardized indirect effect(s) of X on Y:
Effect BootSE BootLLCI BootULCI

M_exp .1360 .0832 -.0216 .3027
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Table G2. Output from PROCESS Macro (Model 4) on SPSS with confidence level
for all confidence intervals in output at .90.

Model : 4
Y : M_lux
X : Ad_des
M : M_exp

Sample
Size: 145

OUTCOME VARIABLE:
M_exp

Model Summary
R R-sq MSE F df1 df2 p

.1414 .0200 .4218 2.9185 1.0000 143.0000 .0897

Model
coeff se t p LLCI ULCI

constant 3.1613 .0750 42.1569 .0000 3.0372 3.2855
Ad_des .1844 .1079 1.7084 .0897 .0057 .3631

Standardized coefficients
coeff

Ad_des .2820

******************************************************************
********
OUTCOME VARIABLE:
M_lux

Model Summary
R R-sq MSE F df1 df2 p

.5368 .2881 .2794 28.7353 2.0000 142.0000 .0000

Model
coeff se t p LLCI ULCI

constant 1.6186 .2236 7.2376 .0000 1.2484 1.9889
Ad_des .2203 .0887 2.4832 .0142 .0734 .3672
M_exp .4587 .0681 6.7395 .0000 .3460 .5714

Standardized coefficients
coeff

Ad_des .3542
M_exp .4820

************************** TOTAL EFFECT MODEL
****************************
OUTCOME VARIABLE:
M_lux
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Model Summary
R R-sq MSE F df1 df2 p

.2458 .0604 .3661 9.1934 1.0000 143.0000 .0029

Model
coeff se t p LLCI ULCI

constant 3.0687 .0699 43.9197 .0000 2.9530 3.1843
Ad_des .3049 .1006 3.0321 .0029 .1384 .4714

Standardized coefficients
coeff

Ad_des .4901

************** TOTAL, DIRECT, AND INDIRECT EFFECTS OF X ON Y
**************

Total effect of X on Y
Effect se t p LLCI ULCI c_ps
.3049 .1006 3.0321 .0029 .1384 .4714 .4901

Direct effect of X on Y
Effect se t p LLCI ULCI c'_ps
.2203 .0887 2.4832 .0142 .0734 .3672 .3542

Indirect effect(s) of X on Y:
Effect BootSE BootLLCI BootULCI

M_exp .0846 .0532 .0029 .1788

Partially standardized indirect effect(s) of X on Y:
Effect BootSE BootLLCI BootULCI

M_exp .1360 .0829 .0051 .2786
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Appendix H

Hypothesis 4

Table H1. Regression of Purchase_Intent onto Mean_Luxury and Ad_Design

Table H2. Regression of Purchase_Intent onto Mean_Luxury, Ad_Design, and

Mean_Expertise
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